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ABOVE: James McSkimming parts the brown sea. ROBIN O’NEILL PHOTO. ON THE COVER: Julia Murray is an Olympic skier, a badass biker and the creator of her 
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Feet 
First
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Life is good when it’s simple. 

And yet, as a civilization we seem to be moving further away from simple and deeper into a culture 
of self-imposed busyness. Rushing, multi-tasking, networking, we spend hours staring at screens 
trying to connect with people, texting voiceless conversations to each other while simultaneously 
shirking generations-old traditions like sit-down family meals or face-to-face communication. 

These days we schedule too much in order to appear to be doing it all. ‘Living our dreams’ while 
trolling for acceptance on social media from a curated audience of ‘friends’ who might, just 
|maybe-hopefully-might, care enough about us to tap their phone screens and ‘like’ us as they 
scroll through their day. It’s all very not-simple.

Nature is not simple either. It’s a complex web of individual systems working simultaneously to 
produce millions of tiny miracles every second. There is enough science in a cup of sludgy pond 
water to keep us busy for a year, enough magic in a thunderstorm to last a lifetime. And yet, nature 
is also very simple because it is totally selfless — a sunset doesn’t care if we ‘like’ it or not. That 
natural selflessness, that in-the-moment presence, is the key to drawing us out of these faux-busy 
lives we’ve so carefully constructed. 

So we’re keeping it simple this issue — Wheels & Water — because summer in the Coast Mountains 
is a good time to ride fast and get wet. And there’s no need to complicate primal things like the 
rush of gravity-fed, two-wheeled speed or the very human system reboot of diving off a dock into 
an alpine lake. Summer means lots of extra daylight, but don’t confuse that with extra hours in the 
day. This is a time to achieve more by doing less. So please, let’s try to keep life simple this summer, 
life is good up here in the mountains and there’s no need to re-invent the wheel.

Just ride it to the lake instead. 
– Feet Banks

FEETFIRST

Wheels, water, nature. Josh Brooks in Whistler. MIKE HELFRICH PHOTO.
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TOP:Trevor MacDonald discovers ‘Letting the Good Times Roll’ on Anvil Island. JIMMY 
MARTINELLO PHOTO. LOWER LEFT: Andrew Boyd, deep-water cracking. CHRIS 
WHELDON PHOTO. MIDDLE: Chris Wheldon gets a boat belay from Bradford McArthur 
on ‘Coming About?’ MARTINELLO PHOTO. RIGHT: Chris Wheldon sizes up a nice 
chunk of Howe Sound granite. MARTINELLO PHOTO.

By Jimmy Martinello

The Coast Mountains rise from the ocean like giants soaring 
into the sky and the granite walls that embrace the rugged 
coastline along the Sea to Sky Highway have long ignited 
our spirits as climbers. Lately though, the mysterious and very 
adventurous waters of Howe Sound have been pulling us from 
shore to challenge ourselves, test our creativity and fire up 
new and inspiring good times on the sea cliffs of Howe Sound

With the help of their rocking boat, the Sea Flea, Andrew 
Boyd and Chris Weldon have been putting up some of the 
best open-water climbing routes in the world and the warm 
and early spring this year saw Matt Maddaloni pioneer a new 
seven-pitch climb above the serene waters of Howe Sound. 
Other local characters out exploring and creating new lines 
include Tony Richardson, Paul McSorley, Tim Emmett, Trevor 
McDonald and myself. The creativity and camaraderie has 
been inspiring, and the ocean provides a new, beautiful 
perspective on our home zone. 

Many of these spots can be explored by boat, kayak or SUP 
— some just a short paddle from downtown Squamish — but 
it’s integral to always stay alert, pay your respects and be 
humble on the water. Pay attention to weather forecasts and 
tides, and be sure to have the right gear. Howe Sound winds 
can change in a heartbeat and shit can hit the fan fast. It’s 
always an adventure when you hit the water though, so dial in 
what you need and head out for the views and the quest  
— the ocean and the sea cliffs await. 

HOT 
ROCKS
CLIMBING HOWE 
SOUND’S SEA CLIFFS 
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UPFRONT

By Jen Godbout

Snowboard godfather, Martin Gallant, has a 
new career — he is now the keymaster of your 
memory bank, and the deposit slot is wide 
open. Based out of Squamish, Kaotic Adventure, 
the newest endeavor by Gallant and his partner 
Jimmy Laporte, offers bucket-list-style experi-
ences ranging from remote West Coast zodiac 
expeditions to afternoon Howe Sound wakesurf 
sessions.

“Our company is part of our lifestyle,” says 
Martin, who has been exploring the Coast 
Mountains by snowboard, snowmobile, dirt bike 
and watercraft for over two decades. “We are 
just big kids who still like to have fun.”

Migrating from Quebec in the 1990s, Martin 
is a living legend of Canadian snowboarding, 
known for his no-nonsense, no-waiting-around 
approach to getting after the goods. “Martin 
would pick me up at my house with my snow-
mobile on my trailer because I was too young 
to drive,” recalls local pro, Mikey Rencz. “He 

wouldn’t stop to let me gas up my sled or get 
lunch, because I should have taken care of that 
the night before.”

Years later, Martin’s ‘be prepared’ mindset 
and experience has translated over to exciting, 
but easy, adventures for Kaotic clients. “You 
don’t want to plan a thing? No problems,” he 
enthuses. “We’ve got it handled.”

With a ten-person zodiac and big-wave-ready 
wakesurf boat in their fleet, Martin and Jimmy 
have found a niche with ocean wake surfing on 
Howe Sound. With an average summer water 
temperature of 21 degrees Celsius, the waters 
are glassiest during early mornings and late af-
ternoons. Martin says these are the times when 
the freedom of the ocean truly shines through.

“Being outside makes me the most happy, any 
time of day,” Martin says. “Everything is so 
big and beautiful . . . when you look around, 
the possibilities are endless and the fresh air 
always clears my head and gives me the drive 
to do new projects and what I dream of.”

Many of those new projects make their way into 
the Kaotic offerings, including paddleboard mis-
sions (lake or ocean), waterfall hikes, and side 
trips to a “sea monster cave” for the younger 
Kaotic adventurers. 

Martin admits that his favourite part is seeing 
the stoke of people experiencing the wilder-
ness. “They are so happy to go on a mission 
and be out there. Being surrounded by happy, 
positive people is the best way of living, I 
think.”

Of course, Martin and Jimmy are careful not 
to over-plan their trips either. “It’s not a real 
adventure if there isn’t at least a little bit of the 
unexpected,” Martin says, “We like to be true 
to our name and have just the right amount of 
chaos.”

Chaos, legends, adventure . . . when was the 
last time you made a significant deposit to the 
memory bank? 

kaoticadventure.com

KAOTIC ADVENTURE “We are just big kids who still 
like to have fun.”

CLOCKWISE FROM TOP LEFT: The Stawamus Chief and the human boat totem. MARK GRIBBON PHOTO. Mikey Rencz rips some Howe Sound wake surf. DOM GAUTHIER PHOTO. Lake time: Judy Swens 
stops her paddleboard to watch Martin Gallant hit the rope swing. GRIBBON PHOTO. Surfs up, again, and Seb Toutan greases one. GAUTHIER PHOTO.

LOW 
RES

UPFRONT
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Walk the Line
BACKYARD

By Drew Copeland

From easy-going slackers hanging out in a grassy park on a sunny day to the diehards balancing their way between alpine 
spires, slacklining is tiptoeing along the edge of mainstream culture. Modern slacklining (walking on nylon webbing as 
opposed to circus tightrope), got its start in Yosemite in the late 80s and continues to gain popularity around the world. In 
Vancouver, slacklines are no longer a bizarre sight for passersby and new highlines crop up throughout the Sea to Sky each 
year. Squamish resident, Allen “Hevy Duty” Stevens was a Camp Four Yosemite dirtbag in the days when slacklining was 
getting off the ground. He moved to Squamish in 2002 and brought his psych for the sport with him. Hevy saw the potential 
in slacklining and became a champion of the local scene by starting Hevyfest: an annual slackline and music gathering. 
What initially began as a bunch of his buddies on the beach with brown bags fooling around on the lines has become a 
regular part of Squamish summer culture. 

“I like to see all the people and just watch it grow,” he says. At the 2014 Hevyfest, there were over 200 waivers signed, a DJ 
and 15-some slacklines — including a waterline out into Howe Sound. 

Hevy is stoked to see the next generation taking the sport to the next level: Highlining and free soloing (without a leash 
connecting the slackliner to the slackline) hundreds of metres from the ground. “There are a million people who can walk 
longlines,” Hevy says. “You get up high and it cuts it down to a hundred. You take the leash off and it cuts it down to five. 
You’ve got to have the focus. It’s unbelievably hard. When I saw Spencer, it was like a breath of fresh air.” 

Spencer Seabrooke is Canada’s first slackline superstar. Initially drawn to slacklining after watching the Real Rock Film Tour 
in May 2012, Spencer has since become Canada’s first slacklining superstar. On Christmas Eve 2014, he walked a personal 
best — a 70-metre line in the North Gully of the Chief, with no safety tether.

S l a c k l i n i n g  f i n d s  a  h o m e  i n  S q u a m i s h

What in it ially began as a bunch of h is buddies on the beach with brown bags fooling 

around on the l ines has become a regular part of Squamish summer culture.

   Continued

Carl Mars, North Gully, Squamish. BILL HAWLEY PHOTO.
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“I do it for the excitement of it,” Spencer says of free soloing.  “Once you 
are comfortable catching the line [when you fall], you’re no longer really 
relying on the harness and leash. It’s all mental, right? It’s being able to 
overcome my fears and execute on something I know I can do and have 
practiced a hundred times before. I don’t have a death wish. I want to 
continue to slackline and highline for a long time to come.”

Stemming from a desire to share the sport, Spencer and close friend, 
Brent Plumley, founded Slacklife BC in March 2013. Based out of 
Vancouver, the group advocates for slacklining, introduces the uninitiated, 
and establishes progressively longer and higher lines. Last summer, 
SlackLife BC organized the “Assault on the Chief”: five lines set up over 
the North Gullies of the Stawamus Chief, which drew people from as far 
off as Fort Nelson and Joshua Tree. “Over one hundred people came to 
check out the highlines,” Brent says, “and about 50 walked or attempted 
them.”

As public understanding of slacklining grows, Squamish continues to be 
a focal point. Down at Nexen Beach, Hevy is planning to run Hevyfest 
again. “It is the one and only slackline park in North America where 
lines are always set up with free use to the public,” he says, adding that 
he’s working with the District of Squamish to get the space officially 
recognized for this purpose. 

Downtown, signs and posts have been erected for a second slackline 
area across from Pavillion Park, and in 2014, Spencer and the Slacklife 
BC crew put up new highlines and waterlines throughout the Sea to Sky 
region including Brohm Lake, Lighthouse Park, The Opal Wall and North 
Gullies on the Chief, Seymour Canyon and Sky Pilot Mountain.

Walking progressively longer lines, Spencer continues working towards 
a 100-metre goal as his passion for slacklining grows with each step. 
“When I was mountaineering and rock climbing, I always felt at a loss for 
what to do when I got up to these amazing places,” he says. “Now, that’s 
where the project begins.”

slacklifebc.com 

“There are a mill ion people who can walk longlines, ”  Hevy says.  “You get up h igh and 

it cuts it down to a hundred.  You take the leash off and it cuts it down to f ive. ”
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RIGHT: Spencer Seabrook high above the Stawamus Chief. BILL HAWLEY PHOTO.
BELOW: Spencer Seabrook HevyFest-ing over the water at Nexen Beach. JIMMY MARTINELLO PHOTO.



Located in the Town Plaza on the Village Stroll,  
just up from the Olympic rings. Whistler. 604.905.1183. peak-whistler.com
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By Dave Heighway

A year and a half ago, my roommate and I 
undertook an experiment to go car-free for the 
winter by using electric-assist, fat bikes for 
daily commuting: riding to the ski hill, buying 
groceries, taking out the recycling and going 
to work. Despite four decades of riding bikes, 
we were unprepared for just how much of a 
game-changer the electric/fat combo would be. 
Like an SUV with hybrid power, we loved how 
the fat tires ate up rough terrain and deep snow 
and the electric-assist motor made hauling gear 
uphill a sweat-free experience.

For the uninitiated, a fat bike — electric or oth-
erwise — is the monster truck of bicycles. You 
find yourself just looking for shit to drive over. 
The low-pressure, four-inch tires (twice the size 
of mountain bike tires) give you a huge contact 
area with the ground, providing unbelievable 
traction and stability. But, as any experienced 
rider knows, a soft tire makes for a comfy but 
inefficient ride. The electric assist is the perfect 
companion to offset those inefficiencies, and 
then some.

Happily commuting, it wasn’t long before my 

roommate and I began looking for an adventure 
to really test the limits of these bikes. Hornby 
Island is a small Gulf Island known for its pro-
tected bays, turquoise waters and white sandy 
beaches. An ideal place for a paddleboarding 
trip, Hornby is also just the right size for the 
30 to 40-kilometre range of the bikes’ batter-
ies — human energy would be reserved for 

adventure, not for access. When a window of 
good weather opened in early May, we packed 
the boards and bikes and went for it.

Although each of our inflatable stand up 
paddleboards (iSUPs) weighs only 30 pounds 
deflated, they’re still the size of an 80-litre 
backpack — much too bulky to carry far on 
your back while riding a bike (even the SUV of 
bikes). So we retrofitted a kids Chariot trailer to 
carry the deflated boards, and to further test 
the limits of our bikes, we threw in a few more 

beach-life essentials: a cooler full of ice, beer 
and food, a couple lawn chairs, and a guitar. 

The new Chariot rig was put to the test almost 
immediately after we rolled off the ferry. The 
bay we wanted to paddle was only two kilometres 
away by means of an old cart path, but by road, 
the journey looked closer to 25 kilometres. It 

was a no-brainer, we were 
here for adventure and we 
salivated at the prospect of 
going off the beaten path.

The shortcut was hilly, narrow 
and strewn with roots, but the 
bikes (and our MacGyver’d 

Chariot) were up to the task. Even flights of 
stairs, though an inconvenience, did not turn us 
back. Before long we were at the beach ready to 
paddle, batteries, and humans, still full of energy.

By all measures, the Hornby expedition was 
a sweet success. The bikes, though first gen-
eration and in need of design improvements, 
proved that electrifying a fat bike not only 
works, it can work well enough to replace some 
trips by car or truck (even in the winter) and 
still leave room for adventure. 

TECHNOLOGY

FAT E-BIKES 
ADVENTURE AWAITS

As design improvements such as on-the-go charging continue to evolve, electric-assist fat bikes offer a low-carbon option for longer adventures or quick surf-spot commutes. Tofino, BC. CORY LEIS PHOTO.

Like an SUV with hybrid power, we loved how 
the fat tires ate up rough terrain and deep 
snow and the electric-assist motor made 
hauling gear uphill a sweat-free experience.
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A self-supported ocean  
adventure along Vancouver 
Island’s famed Cape Scott 
Provincial Park

BACKYARD

At the northwest tip of 
Vancouver Island lays 
one of the most rugged 
pieces of coastline in all 

of North America, the spectacular, 
and storied, Cape Scott.  Established 
in 1973, Cape Scott Provincial Park’s 
isolated rainforest surrounds a wild, 
weathered seascape characterized by 
vicious storms, deadly scenery and a 
few secret surf breaks. It’s also an area 
steeped in history — for thousands of 
years the Nahwitti First Nations lived 
in respectful abundance amongst the 
Cape’s imposing natural beauty. In the 
early 1900s, Danish settlers attempted 
to establish a fishing community in the 
area before being forced to abandon it 
a few years later due to the harsh cli-
mate and thick isolation. Last summer, 
Mountain Lifers Jimmy Martinello, 
Jonny Burak and I showed up with a 
truckload of SUPs, enough food for 
seven days, and a plan to explore this 
stunning landscape and hopefully 
paddle around the cape. Facing a week 
of untamed solitude, our window for 
adventure was wide open.

By Todd Lawson

A Window into the Wild
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Deep adventure, shallow water. Fully-loaded the author cracks open the window 
to adventure. Day Four: Hansen Lagoon. JIMMY MARTINELLO PHOTO.
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day one 

San Josef Bay
At the put-in, a dilapidated, hand-painted wooden 
sign warns us to “Expect the Unexpected,” but 
we have arrived already heeding that advice. This 
is a weeklong, self-sufficient trip on the open 
ocean with limited freshwater sources in an area 
notorious for foul weather. At least ten ships have 
gone down within, or adjacent to, Cape Scott 
Park boundaries since 1860, so we came knowing 
anything could go wrong at any time, and being 
stranded out here could mean a week’s wait for a 
rescue or a week hiking in the mud. 

And yet, after a long day of travel and weeks of 
trip planning, our first taste of the Cape is per-
fectly relaxing. We sprawl out on one of Canada’s 
most stunning beaches and enjoy cold beer and 
steak cooked on hot rocks. Everyone is content-
edly silent, happy to watch the fire flicker into 
the night and let nature do the talking. 

day Two

San Josef Bay to 
Lowrie Bay 
Up at 5:00 a.m. to a low tide, dead calm and 
clear skies. The eggs, bacon, coffee and Bailey’s 
are perfection. Pushing off for the day’s paddle, 
we run into the only boats we’d see for a week, 
two sea kayakers who’ve suddenly decided to 
shorten their trip due to reports of imminent 
winds and weather.  

The forecast is not promising, but team consensus 
is that we’ve come too far to give up on day one. 
We paddle on with a friendly tailwind gently 
pushing us into the unknown. As our paddles 
pierce the dark waters on the edge of the bay, 
curious seals pop up for a look. Dense forests of 
bull kelp sway below with the ebb and flow of 
the ocean. The window to adventure is still fully 
open.  

Three solid paddle-hours later we arrive at a mas-
sive beach strewn with gargantuan white logs — 
old, sun-beaten cedars and fir seemingly tossed 
ashore like giant bones discarded by the fury 
of the Pacific. Some of these trees undoubtedly 
shared time with the Tlatlasikwala, Nakumgilisala 
and Yutlinkuk peoples who have explored these 
coasts since time immemorial. 

ABOVE: Day One: Let the games begin. LAWSON PHOTO. BELOW: Day Two: Jon Burak catches a long Lowrie Bay ride. LAWSON PHOTO. 
BOTTOM: The window opens. MARTINELLO PHOTO.
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day Three

Lowrie Bay Surf  
Session
Peering from the tent at a pre-dawn 3:30 a.m., a stiff 
wind slaps my sleepy face hard enough to know we 
won’t be paddling anytime soon. Seizing the luxury of 
a sleep-in, (we’re all dads with young kids) everyone hits 
the pillow until 8:00 a.m. and awakens to unchanged 
conditions. We’re at the mercy of Mother Nature, and 
she just might keep the window shut for a while longer. 

And that’s okay. It’s good to feel small sometimes. Sipping 
his cowboy coffee, Jimmy says, “Let’s take advantage of 
what we have in front of us.” Soon the three of us are 
catching crisp, green Pacific waves together, soaking up 
the freedom of the ocean and staring out at open noth-
ingness as the sets roll in. Clouds dance in front of the 
sun sending sheets of light sweeping into the forest. It’s a 
paddle-surf session for the books, and not a soul in sight. 
Sometimes the best progress is made without moving 
forward at all.  

day Four

Lowrie Bay to Nels 
Bight via Hansen  
Lagoon
It’s still too windy for an early-morning escape so we 
comb the beach, shooting photos and searching for rare, 
blown-glass Japanese fishing floats. Our eyes are more 
focused on the ocean and sky though, hoping for a break 
in the weather. “Hey, it doesn’t look too bad out there,” 
Jonny suddenly says, during an afternoon round of 
impromptu Frisbee golf. “Maybe we should go for it.” 

Maybe quickly turns into yes. The window finally opens 
and we go, fighting a manageable headwind, but knowing 
that if we can make it to Hansen Lagoon we’ll be in good 
shape despite a heavy surging swell desperately trying to 
force us into the rocky sea-stacks along the shoreline. 
Standing on our boards is no longer an option, so we 
kneel and sit to power through the headwind as bald 
eagles and chubby seagulls swirl above, and Velella velella, 
tiny blue jellyfish-like creatures on the ocean surface, 
collect in the mini whirlpools of each paddle stroke. 

Hansen Lagoon stretches inland in the lee of the cape 
and we eventually reach the calm waters. It’s a different 
world, a glassy calm oasis surrounded by brilliant fertile 
grasslands with a sky full of wispy clouds reflecting off 
the shallow water. The lagoon leads us to a one-hour 
portage through a forest drenched in sunset light, to the 
next beach where we catch a couple of seaweed-filled 
waves before pitching camp. Cape Scott Provincial Park 
is definitely working its magic on us . . . even after nine 
hours in wetsuits. 

ABOVE: Todd Lawson rides a quintessential West Coast wave. MARTINELLO PHOTO.  
BELOW: (Clockwise from upper left): Velella velella... Billions of these strange sea creatures washed up on the shores of the 
Pacific in the summer of 2014. LAWSON PHOTO. Bald eagles keep a close eye on camp. MARTINELLO PHOTO.  
Protector of the beach. BURAK PHOTO. Sunset sea life. BURAK PHOTO.
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day Five

Nels Bight to Guise Bay
No one realizes it as we crawl from our sleeping bags, 
but today will go down as one of the best in our lives 
thus far. With too much distance and headwind facing 
us to paddle the remainder of the park all the way 
to Port Hardy, we decide to double back and head 
west to the Cape itself. Smashing through the beach 
break and into the elements again — morning mist, 
wind, salt, water, sun — the magnificence of exploring 
the ocean on paddleboards starts to sink in. Cape 
Scott proper is within striking distance, but instead 
we heed the warning of that old wooden sign and 
opt for another portage. Rounding the infamously 
treacherous Cape would have been a stellar accom-
plishment (and surely the very first on SUPs), but it’s 
not in the cards today.  

Instead, we beach our boards in Guise Bay, on what 
was once a very powerful place for the Yichaledzas 
peoples.  A place “where canoes run ashore in heavy 
swell.” All of the West Coast’s charm lies within this 
magical piece of landscape — a strip of sand dunes 

joined by two stunning beaches, windswept trees 
and native grasses providing a home for deer, bear, 
wolves and cougars. The bay provides a living, moving 
canvas for us to photograph and explore. Every nook 
and grain of this hallowed ground seems to sing to 
our souls and flow with the cycles of time, water and 
life — a  spot that reminds us why we explore.

day six

Guise Bay to  
Lowrie Bay
A calm morning and a good night’s sleep deliver us 
in good spirits to start the day. All the better knowing 
we’ll be downwind for the first time with more glassy 
waves and a nice campsite to look forward to. We 
comment on how incredible it feels to be standing 
on the surface of the ocean with not a single boat in 
sight, letting the wind carry us through this mystical 
landscape. This coast is supposedly North America’s 
rainiest place, but not a speck has fallen since we 
started — expect the unexpected. 

day seven

Lowrie Bay to Port 
Hardy
Striking camp at a truly memorable spot is always 
hard to do especially when we’ve had the place all to 
ourselves — but the anticipation of savouring our 
last day on the water eases the pain. With another 
solid paddle-surf session under our belts, we’re soon 
gliding downwind with a close eye on rogue waves 
and huge swell. Surprisingly, we see no whales or 
dolphins, but enough seals and massive sea lions to 
remind us that the animal kingdom is close by, we 
are their guests, and nature is in charge here.

Milking a few more rides on the small waves at the 
river’s mouth, we soon snake our way along the river 
and arrive back at the old ‘Expect the Unexpected’ 
sign. Back to reality, civilization, and an old high 
school friend who came to pick us up. With the gear 
loaded, we all take one last westward glance, both 
wistful and appreciative, as the window to another 
adventure slowly closes and the smell of salt air fades 
into the forest. 

All of the West Coast’s charm lies within this magical 
piece of landscape — a strip of sand dunes joined by two 

stunning beaches, windswept trees and native grasses 
providing a home for deer, bear, wolves and cougars. 

Day Six: Guise Bay. A living, moving canvas to explore. MARTINELLO PHOTO.
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EPICTRIP

CAMP  
FROG 
WATER

Your private beach paradise is only a quick flight away... If you supply the plane.
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YOU CAN FLY IN ANY TIME YOU LIKE, 
BUT YOU MIGHT NEVER LEAVE. . . . 

Story and Photography by Mason Mashon
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MASON: IF YOU HAD ASKED ME FIVE YEARS AGO, the idea of landing 
a plane with wheels on a sandy beach to go surfing wouldn’t have crossed my 
mind. . .

. . . but you couldn’t have asked for a better day to fly — blue skies and a 
clear late-morning, August horizon as we departed from Squamish Regional 
Airport aboard “Frog’s Breath,”  my buddy Rory Bushfield’s fixed-wing Cessna. 
We knew very little about our destination other than the few photographs 
and information we had gathered from Google Earth — we knew there was a 
beach that would likely have surf.

As far as actually landing on the beach, everything would rely on our visual 
assessment once we arrived on scene. Prior to taking off, I had grabbed a few 
stones from the side of the airstrip so we could survey the firmness of the sand 
from the air. I assumed the role of navigator as Rory piloted us meanderingly 
through the islands and inlets of our beautiful coast. There’s something special 
about seeing the country from the air.

We cruised steadily with a minor headwind at 6,900 feet until the isolated 
beach came into view. As we descended for our first pass however, we spotted 
a few campers posted up in the exact spot I had considered to be ideal for us. 
This mild upset didn’t really register though. Before such things as the ideal 
tent spot came into play, we still had to land a 14-hundred-pound aircraft 
with 12-inch-wheeled landing gear onto an untested strip of Pacific sand. Rory 
cracked his window and threw out one of the rocks.

RORY: Throwing rocks as you fly over is one way to gauge how hard beach 
sand is — if they roll that’s a good sign, and if they don’t roll it’s a bit of a red 
flag. Most of the time we don’t even see the rocks again, but that’s Mason’s job, 
that and watching the right wheel. I can’t see the right wheel and it’s usually the 
one that touches down first because most of BC’s beaches and wind patterns 
orientate us to land facing North. Plus the West Coast beaches are a bit slanted. 
So it’s really important to have a good passenger you trust to tell you how 
deeply that right wheel penetrates the sand when it first touches the beach. You 

can ‘touch and go’ on a soft beach but if you stop, you will probably never roll 
again.  Low tide is the key, but it always comes with a marine layer of cloud 
that appears to stick to the water. 

MASON: “It’s firm!” I cried, my eyes glued to the right wheel. Rory then 
proceeded to skip the “go” part of our planned ‘touch and go.’ Soon enough, we 
had safely landed and were taxiing back down the beach towards our camp spot. 

RORY: With small, 12-inch wheels it’s difficult to taxi on a beach and pretty 
much impossible above the high-tide line, so it’s really important to stop 
the plane in a strategic spot, both for a fast getaway if needed and for “high 
ground” as Mason calls a good safe camp spot. That’s another one of Mason’s 
jobs, spotting camp from the air. High ground is important if you want to be 
able to stay and relax at all.

MASON: The plan had worked, until we rolled up into sand that was too soft 
to support the aircraft’s weight, abruptly bringing us to a halt. As we assessed 
the plane’s arrangement and searched for wood to push it up onto the beach, 
the group of campers we’d seen from the air meandered over to welcome us. 
I quickly recognized one of them as friend and fellow photographer, Nicolas 
Teichrob, and they had kindly brought us a couple of cold beers (which Rory 
and I quickly demolished by way of a shotgun).

NIC TEICHROB: After four days of remote boat-access camping in a zone 
we’ve been going to for the greater part of the last decade, this little plane circled, 
doubled back and landed. Who do I know who has a plane crazy enough to 
land here?  We strolled over to say hey, and along the way I realized indeed 
they were familiar faces, Rory and Mason. Being in a place where isolation is a 
large part of the goal, it’s always a bit of a bummer when someone else shows 
up, but you can’t blame them for finding the same thing you’ve found, and it 
might as well be like-minded people we already know. We shared some tips on 
high tide line and where to gather fish and with a chuckle made our way back 
to our camp two kilometres to the south. There would be more stories coming 
up no doubt.

Rory drops into a glassy wave right in front of camp.
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MASON: We were stoked! But then we quickly realized that perhaps we had 
been a little bit too nonchalant in our original assessment of the beach slope 
and high-water mark. As the tide rose, seawater began to lap against the wood 
blocks we’d rolled the plane up onto and it quickly became apparent that we 
had pushed ourselves into trouble.

The plane was jammed in the sand and the nose wheel was completely buried. 
On my side of the plane, the wheel had slipped off the irregularly shaped piece 
of wood it was rolled up on, and into the sand. The aircraft was now vibrating 
in the wind and the wheels were sinking in the saltwater saturated sand. There 
was no time for panic, but my heart was beating out of my chest. I mustered 
every bit of strength in my body to push and dislodge my side of the plane. 
The tide was flooding in. Fast. 

“Nose wheel! Nose wheel! Ready?” Rory shouted as he ran to the back of the 
plane and began pushing the tail section. “Ready?!” I dropped to my knees and 
prepared for the nose wheel to dislodge from the wet sand. It didn’t look good.

RORY: At one point, the entire nose wheel was totally buried and I was pretty 
sure we were going to lose the plane. It’s pretty stressful when the ocean wants to 
play with your only way out of somewhere. Mason and I were scrambling and 
for sure we both lost hope out there, but never at the same time. That saved us. 

MASON: “Higher!” I yelled. “I need more room to get the wood under!” We 
were stressed, but ultimately focused because we had to work fast. If the plane 
stayed lodged in the sand, the rising salt water could easily ruin the engine. And 
eventually take the plane to sea. Racing the tide, we scrambled back and forth, 
laying scrap pieces of wood we found on the beach. Rolling 14 hundred pounds 

of aircraft from one scavenged board or log to the next proved the biggest 
challenge. I used smaller wood pieces to arrange a makeshift wedge system to 
help roll the plane smoothly across the gaps. And the tide kept coming in.

Just as we prepared to transfer the gap between boards, a wave doubled in size 
as it pushed up the beach and washed over the wheels of the plane, subsequently 
scattering the carefully placed pieces of our wooden ‘road’ and displacing them 
30 feet down the sand. That wave had also kissed the belly of the plane, and for 
the first time, I truly thought we were going to be screwed. It was too late to 
run two kilometres down the beach to get help from Nic’s crew, and both Rory 
and I understood we had maybe 60 seconds to push the plane up the hastily 
replaced eight-foot boards, before the next surge took them away again and our 
plane fell victim to the rising sea and liquefying sand.

Precise communication and all our summoned strength got us onto those 
boards and transferred to the next. Exhausted, we rolled Frog’s Breath to dry 
safety. It was 9:00 p.m. and thankfully the only thing dipping into the Pacific 
that evening was the glowing red and purple sun.  We named our patch of 
high ground Camp Frog Water and strung our hammocks up on the ocean 
side of the plane — if a higher tide surged in our sleep, we wanted to be the 
first to know.

“If the plane stayed lodged in the sand, the rising 
salt water could easily ruin the engine.”

TOP: BC’s West Coast sunset sessions are hard to beat. BOTTOM LEFT: Golden hour beach strolls. BOTTOM RIGHT: Rory, eyes glued to the horizon, waiting for the biggest wave out there.
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MASON: “What the F*CK IS THAT!” Rory’s voice woke me instantly. 
“There’s something in the waves man! What is that?!”

I scrambled awake to see what all the commotion was. Morning had arrived, 
our hammocks were barely above the high-tide mark, and no more than 60 feet 
from where we were sleeping, Rory had spotted humpback whales in the surf.

We assembled our boards and wandered down to the beach to a sand bank 
with a nice deep channel, perfect for surfing. A bald eagle soared overhead and 
landed on an old-growth Sitka spruce at the back of the beach, the tallest tree 
around. By lining up the bird’s easily visible perch against the mountains in the 
background we were able triangulate our location in the rolling water to help 
us find the right take-off spot. The majestic bird curiously watched us catch 
more than a few waves, so I named the spot ‘Eagle’s Landing.’ The surf was 
small, but peeling perfectly along the shoulder of the sandbank into the chan-
nel. While waiting between sets, a pair of humpbacks greeted us — we could 
smell their breath as mist shot up from the sea’s surface. 

“Holy shit, man, they’re getting really close,” Rory exclaimed. Almost too close 
for comfort, I thought. The whales, a cow and her calf, were within 20 feet when 
a wave shoaled behind us. Rory and I nodded to each other, time to go, and 
as the wave began to break we split the peak and both rode right to shore. It 
was easy, in a spot like this, to understand why we should give these massive 
creatures their space.

We spent the remainder of the afternoon fishing for Coho salmon that were 
jumping in the sheltered bay and exploring the new surroundings of this 
remote surf haven. We set a crab trap that we found at an old squatter’s cabin 
and fished from the rocks as the whales circled offshore. The following day, we 
were graced with glassy, head-high peelers all morning, and in the afternoon 
we surfed directly in front of Camp Frog Water, where the seas had become a 
dumpy beach break with some hollow waves at low tide. It became very apparent 
that this place was paradise.

RORY: Surfing with those giant whales was insane, especially after seeing that 
one so close, from camp. The one time they came towards us, I saw real fear in 
Mason’s face. That scared me. We both paddled away as fast as we could and 
fortunately a big wave came and we were able to cruise into shore where we 
watched a whale and its calf roll around in the surf, beaching themselves on the 
sand. I was scared of getting pinned under one after watching that. I took my cam-
era out every surf from then on, but we never got that close to the whales again. 

MASON: As the morning fog began to dissipate, we decided to survey the 
sand on the entire beach by walking it end to end. Anticipating a clear after-
noon, we instead watched as another fog bank slowly crept towards us. With 
the intention of leaving that afternoon, we rushed back to Frog’s Breath to 
collapse camp and load up. We pushed the plane down off the berm and piled 
our stuff in, but by the time we started up the engine, the fog had become 
dangerously thick for flying. Getting somewhere is only half of the adventure 
— you still have to get home. We decided to taxi down the beach in hopes of 
finding a ‘sucker hole’ to escape through, but as we rolled away from camp it 
became apparent that we’d missed our narrow window. With fog condensing 
on the windshield, terrible visibility, and the knowledge that there were a few 
potentially plane-damaging logs scattered on the beach, we decided to double 
back following the only thing we could see; our tracks in the sand.

“The whales were within 20 feet when a wave shoaled 
behind us. Rory and I nodded to each other, time to go.”

The traditional West Coast First Nations’ way to fire bake a salmon. I learned this in Kyuquot a few summers back and now it’s my go to. - Mason



“Throwing rocks as you fly over is one way to gauge how 
hard beach sand is [for landing] — if they roll that’s a 
good sign, and if they don’t roll it’s a bit of a red flag. 
Most of the time we don’t even see the rocks again...”
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MASON: We had only planned for a few days on the beach, so our food 
stocks were nearly depleted. I opted for fishing instead of surfing, knowing that 
we needed to catch some food in case the fog closed our next low-tide window. 
I ended up hooking into a big salmon, but as I adjusted the drag on my reel, 
my line snapped. I watched the salmon sprint away, dancing victoriously as 
he skipped along the surface of the water. I had no more lures with me and 
camp was a long walk away. Thoughts of how we would survive if we couldn’t 
leave had crossed my mind more than once on the walk back. Rory seemed less 
stressed.

RORY: Rationing food sucks. Blow it if you got it! But I remember a few times 
during each day just sitting there, thinking about how awesome it was to be 
there and how lucky we were that everything went our way. I was also worried 
the whole time about getting outta there, but every day brought us more treasure: 
sun, waves, fish and smiles. It was a genuinely sweet feeling — we were just 
living on the beach with sick waves, total isolation and trusty ol’ Frog’s Breath 
ready to rip us outta there any time Mase, myself, the weather and the tides 
were ready. 

MASON: The next morning we awoke hungry and to the thickest fog yet. 
With no chance of escape, we surfed out front for a couple of hours before 
I wandered back down to the sheltered bay to fish for our apparent survival. 
Luckily, I hooked into a small salmon fit enough to feed both Rory and I for 
lunch. As we ate the delicious fish, the fog began to break and the tide was 
dropping. Hope was not lost.

Once the always-welcome Pacific sun had dried up the sandbar, we pushed 
Frog’s Breath off the berm one last time. It was a breeze after all of the practice 
we’d had over the last few days, and soon we were rolling back down our 
private sandy runway watching as our exit window opened. Like the fog bank 
before us, our eyes were wide open to the potential that this could be a new 
way to explore the rich, remote surfing in BC. Rory fired up the plane, pulled 
the throttle full, and we took off above the fog. 

TOP LEFT: Gateway to the Pacific. Rory sets off for one more wave before dark. TOP RIGHT: As fresh as salmon gets. BELOW: Frog’s Breath in its unnatural habitat.
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 Gravity Tune, A.R.T. Suspension and 650B wheels for yourself.

 650B // 200 MM // DH RACE/PARK

           AURUM 7.1 

EXPERIENCE 
FULL CONTACT

TRY A KILLER B AND CONNECT WITH 
THE TRAIL LIKE NEVER BEFORE

 650B // 140 MM // ALL MOUNTAIN

             SIGHT 7.1 
2015 SIGHT 7.1 CARBON

Off the Edge Adventure Sports
5519 Wharf Ave, Sechelt, BC

P. 604-741-0767

Norco John Henry Bikes
400 Brooksbank Ave #100 North Van, BC 

P. 604-986-5534

PROUD SPONSOR OF:

Visit the expert sales and service team at an Authorized Norco Bicycles
 Dealer or Rental Partner in the Sea to Sky Corridor to experience Dealer or Rental Partner in the Sea to Sky Corridor to experience Dealer or Rental Partner in the Sea to Sky Corridor to experience

 Gravity Tune, A.R.T. Suspension and 650B wheels for yourself. Gravity Tune, A.R.T. Suspension and 650B wheels for yourself. Gravity Tune, A.R.T. Suspension and 650B wheels for yourself.

650B // 200 MM// 200 MM//

           AURU

EXPERIENCE EXPERIENCE EXPERIENCE EXPERIENCE EXPERIENCE 
FULL CONTACT

TRY A KILLER B AND CONNECT WITH TRY A KILLER B AND CONNECT WITH 
THE TRAIL LIKE NEVER BEFORE

PROUD SPONSOR OF:

Fanatyk Co Whistler
Unit #6 - 4433 Sundial Place, Whistler, BC 

P. 604-938-9455

Bikes available for Rental, Demo & Purchase at these Authorized Norco Bicycle Dealers Rental & Demo bikes available at these authorized Norco Rental Partners

Comor Whistler
4338 Main Street, Whistler, BC

P. 604-938-8898

Republic Bicycles Ltd
41340 Government Rd, Squamish, BC

P. 604-898-1953

Spicy Sports
4557 Blackcomb Way, Whistler, BC

P. 604-938-1111

Garbanzo Bike & Bean
Carleton Lodge, Whistler, BC

P. 604-905-2076 

Cross Country Connection
7400 Fitzsimmons Rd S, Whistler, BC

P. 604-905-0071

Sea To Sky Adventure Co.
38551 Loggers lane, Squamish, BC

P. 1-888-284-2453

Affi nity Sports Rentals
4262 Village Stroll, Whistler, BC

P. 604-938-8059

: TOP: CHRISTOPH BAYER
  BOTTOM

/INSET: M
ARGUS RIGA





TM

604 938 1700
BLACKCOMBAVIATION.COM
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Riding  
High

“A     bike weighs 30 pounds, and your average rider weighs 
150–200 pounds,” Chromag Bikes owner, Ian Ritz 
once told me. “So you’ve got this machine, that’s a 

small part of your bodyweight . . . and it makes you superhuman.” 

Far removed from the early day, giant-wheeled bicycles of the 
1800s, contemporary bikes are complex machines that can bestow 
their riders with the power of flight, agility and super-human 
speed (as well as the power to make money disappear). Most im-
portantly though, a bicycle gives freedom — to the four-year-old 
freewheeling down a driveway or the seasoned veteran dropping 
into a Redbull Joyride course: every ride is a world of possibility.

Especially here. The BC Coast Mountains have a biking history 
almost as rich and exciting as the land itself, and the Sea to Sky 
region is unmatched anywhere on the planet. “The diversity of the 
landscape is unreal,” says Chris Winter, a Whistler mountain bike 
visionary. “From the Chilcotins to the Coast, it’s only a few hours, 
and you can go from the smell of the ocean, to eating oysters after a 
day in the bike park, to riding past a grizzly bear all in this one zone.”

As founder of Big Mountain Bike Adventures, Chris guides mountain 
bike trips to some of the most beautiful spots in the world — from 
Switzerland to Africa — but he says there are few places that feel as 
vibrant as home. “It really comes down to the fact that this corridor 
is home to more passionate mountain bikers per capita than probably 
anywhere else. We live in a place where you can just go into the 
forest and build a trail in your backyard. And people here have been 
doing that for 20 years. It’s like nowhere else in the world.”

And so, this issue, we celebrate Sea to Sky mountain biking, 
mountain bikers, and the beauty and potential of this forested 
strip of wilderness, where the land stands up and pushes back 
against the sea. The wonder of these incredible natural spaces is 
matched only by the passion of the people who ride here. Wel-
come to one of the best places on the planet to hop onto a bicycle 
and tap into some of that super powered freedom and joy. There’s 
a reason we call it ‘Hero Dirt.’

- Feet Banks

A SEA TO SKY MOUNTAIN 
BIKE SUPER-FEATURE

Steve Storey on Jack the Ripper, Pemby. JUSTA JESKOVA PHOTO.

SUPERFEATURE
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Bryce Lamont in West Vancouver circa 2001. STERLING LORENCE PHOTOS.
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By Seb Kemp

Whilst mountain biking may have originated in 
1970s Marin Country (a ‘fact’ that is arguable 
but widely accepted to be the easiest-to-stomach, 
historical compromise), it was elsewhere that it ma-
tured and left behind its road-riding cousin. Not 
long after the genesis of balloon-tired mountain 
bikes on Mount Tam, farther up the West Coast, 
across the 49th parallel, there was a small cabal of 
mountain biking dissidents carving an evolution-
ary precedent for where mountain bikes should be 
ridden and how trails are built.

These riders weren’t just burning grease down 
reclaimed logging roads or fire breaks, but instead 
crafting lines and linking together natural features 
that were previously thought off-limits. Riding 
down perilously steep terrain deep in the coastal 
rain forest of the Vancouver North Shore, rock 
faces and logs were not seen as obstacles around 
which trails should wind, but rather the focus of 
the riding experience. However, the North Shore’s 
greatest contribution and most startling innovation 
occurred when the first plank was laid. 

Todd “Digger” Fiander started digging trails in 
the woods 35 years ago — the same year he pur-
chased his first mountain bike. Early trail creation 
involved moving deadfall and foliage to make a 
rideable corridor, but one day while kicking forest 
duff and detritus around to make a line through 
the towering organ pipes on the North Shore, 
Todd uncovered a piece of cedar which gave him 
an idea. He took the eight-inch wide rough plank 
and placed it against a boulder to act as a ramp. It 
added a novel technical challenge and was the first 
crucial step in the evolution of the North Shore trail 
building genus. 

The rest is history. Digger began laying planks 
where steep rollovers required a transition or where 
soggy land needed to be crossed (a common oc-
currence seeing as the North Shore gets an average 
of 166 days of precipitation each year). It quickly 
struck Digger that he could span larger sections by 
creating ladder bridges made from the natural 
materials found in abundance in the forest. The 
Western Red Cedar that grows in the Pacific 
Northwest is tough, hardy, and naturally resistant 
to rot, so this wonder wood was put to use. In 
many cases, building bridges became not just the 
easiest, but the only way to link a complete trail. 
By the late 80s other builders and riders on the 
North Shore had not only adopted the ladder-
bridge concept, but also began building entire trails 
in this manner, elevating ladders higher and higher, 
while also cutting them narrower and narrower.

Fuelled by his restlessly creative mind, Digger 
hatched a mad plan — to add movement to the 
trail, or more specifically movement in the trail. In 
1992, while working on his magnum opus, Ladies 
Only, Digger took a piece of cedar, raised one end 
and built a fulcrum in the middle — the teeter-
totter was born and the North Shore became a true 
mountain biking playground.

Digger deserves credit for building the first ladder 
bridges and integrating features or stunts into his 
trails, but it was other riders like “Dangerous” Dan 
Cowan who took inspiration from him and pushed 
it skyward with trails that left terra firma well be-
hind and were often barely as wide as a mountain 
bike tire. Such trails integrated teeter-totters into 
the balance beams and would often finish with a 
mandatory drop. After years of ignoring the North 
Shore, the fraternity of fair-weather riding media/
industry glitterati was forced to take notice. Every-
one wanted a bit of the North Shore action because 
it was so wild and rowdy compared to the Johnny 
Lycra mountain bike status quo, busy lapping fields 
with their heads down and arses up.

But with fame came infamy. It was the early 2000s 
when the media spotlight brought negative attention 
to the area. Trails of this nature came under fire be-
cause of the risk that they posed in an increasingly 
litigious culture. Most of these trails and stunts 

were torn down, sometimes by shadowy vigilante 
figures referred to by bikers as the “Trail Nazi,” or 
by local governing bodies. Even today, the Shore is 
not without conflict — last year concerned riders 
used wildlife cameras to capture video of an elderly 
woman laying sticks and setting “traps” on popular 
bike trails.

Regardless, the heritage and significance of ‘The 
Shore’ reverberates around the world and has, 
arguably, inspired and evolved more aspects of 
mountain biking than any other area in the world. 
Riders dream of making a pilgrimage to test their 
mettle and trail builders around the world try to 
recreate something of the North Shore on their 
home turf. Big thanks to Digger, Dan, and the 
dozens of other lumberjackasses who saved us from 
a fate worse than following white lines or just fol-
lowing in the backdraft of Spandex-clad bottoms 
wiggling between the tape. 

LUMBERJACKASSES 
Vancouver’s North Shore and the History of Wood

 In 1992, while working on his magnum 
opus, Ladies Only, Digger took a piece of 
cedar, raised one end and built a ful-
crum in the middle — the teeter-totter 
was born.

NORTH SHORE

Todd ‘digger’ Fiander on Fromme, in 1997.
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By Nicolas Teichrob

Sweat drips off the tip of your nose. Nice. Keep your 
head down and plow forward, hard. Pedal after pedal 
consistently identical and as boring as the last, each 
breath echoing loudly between your ears. A steady 
rhythm of beats keeps your heart at pace. As a vehicle 
passes, dust fills your nostrils with that familiar clay 
smell, masking the blooming ditch flowers and salty air.

Within the first minute of the climb, you had wanted 
to slow down and hit a low gear, cruise control, but 
you didn’t and you don’t, because this maximized 
monotony is expected. Well known, comfortable, re-
hearsed, and really, it’s exactly what you are searching 
for. Plow forward. 

The growing trend of building mountain bike climbing 
trails is a fantastic thing.  There are clear merits for 
riding up a technical climb, as the mind’s attention 
focuses intently on the challenges of the trail, and 
the next root or feature to climb up and over with 
intensity and perseverance. It brings challenge and 
enjoyment to – let’s face it – the least enjoyable 
aspect of the pedal-up to ride-down dynamic.

But there are times when you don’t want to think 
about the trail, the next feature, or really anything 
at all on your climb. Times when you just want to 
lose yourself in the cycle of exertion, to let your 

mind wander and explore freely. This is when the 
bleak and barren, monochromatic Forest Service 
Road (FSR) ascent thrives, and pedalling up those 
dusty slogs often presents a much richer experience 
than initially expected.

With over 100 years of solid logging and forestry 
history, the Sunshine Coast has a plethora of 
FSRs providing endless access to flowing descents 
through vibrant and lively rainforests. Some of us 
began riding these roads out of necessity, but there 
is a growing trend to embrace both the fitness and 
mental aspects of the gravelly FSR grind.

Trees crawl by; a bear glances up from the brush 
to watch you pass. Head down, legs pumping, 
repetition, sweat. . . eventually there’s that moment 
where you click into a different level of consciousness, 
a Zen-like calm as you fall into synch with your 
surroundings. Cruising forward on the edge of 
flow and the edge of reality like waking from a 
dream, the mind drifts into the knowledge of the 
forest and the storms of the past, the history of the 
animals and people alike that roamed these areas 
past and present for millennia. There is a sense of 
oneness, it doesn’t last forever, but with practice, 
you can stay here despite that nagging knee or 
burning lungs.

So, why do many fail to engage in this experience? 

The FSR climb is too often regarded with disdain 
as a mere side note, an unfortunate artefact of 
their lack of shuttle vehicle or climbing trail. Such 
thinking is muddled at best; the beauty of the 
fire road lies in its simplicity. Pedalling without a 
steady stream of obstacles or maneuverers lets the 
mind wander free as muscle memory takes over. 
In this space and time, you can think openly and 
dive into your own head, sifting through things 
that get pushed aside in the chaos of the everyday 
world. Problem solving through this sort of open 
brainstorming of random ideas leads to creative 
solutions and understandings. It is within this 
space where eureka! moments are facilitated. Diving 
inwards opens us outwards, which increases our 
understanding of the world.

And then, the original reason for it all, the downhill. 
Opposing gravity through sweat and sinew creates 
an incredible amount of potential energy. You 
know, without fail, that this stored energy will 
instantly be transferred into kinetic motion the 
moment those circles connected to your feet and 
hands start rolling under their own power. Your 
muscles warm, blood flowing, body balanced, and 
mind strong, sorted, clear, and absorbing all that 
the downhill experience offers. 

Feel the flow. Learn to love the Forest Service Road. 
Expand the mind and the body will follow. 

MOUNTAIN ZEN ON THE LONG AND DUSTY SLOG
Learning to Love the FSR  

SUNSHINE COAST

In the zone. NICOLAS TEICHROB PHOTO.
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DEMO BIKES AVAILABLE FROM : whistlerblackcomb.com/bikedemo

DEMO CENTRE

The Official Demo
Centre of theCarleton Lodge 604.905.2076

GARBANZO BIKE & BEAN
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By Pat Mulrooney

The human capacity for adaptability never 
ceases to amaze me. It seems the more difficult 
goals you aim for and the more you push your 
pain and comfort levels aside, the more normal 
non-normal things become. Over the last 
couple of years, without even realizing it, huge 
hike-a-bike missions have become strangely 
common for me. 

Ever since my first visit to Britannia, I’ve been 
obsessing about spending a night high on an 
alpine ledge overlooking Howe Sound. It’s a spot 
I gaze up at each morning from my front porch 
in Squamish while enjoying my first coffee of 
the day. It’s the true high point of a still-quite-
unknown bike trail network. What could be 
better than waking up in this inspiring place and 
dropping into a 1,850-metre line that terminates 
at the ocean? What better time than now?

We left at the crack of dawn, knowing that 
much of the first four hours would involve a 
solid, keep-your-head-down push. Located be-
tween Vancouver’s North Shore and Squamish, 
the fjord walls above Howe Sound share terrain 
and forest characteristics with each of those 
zones. Much of the terrain is very steep and 

holds some of the longest granite slab lines in 
the Sea to Sky corridor, with artistically sculpted 
trails weaving through a thick moss carpet beneath 
a canopy of old growth fir and west coast cedar 
giants. It’s as if Squamish, North Vancouver, 
Whistler and Pemberton were mixed in a 
blender to create the perfect riding elixir. This 
is where loam dreams come true. . .

It’s also a place where the phrase “earn your 
turns” is taken to another level and the chal-
lenges come often and in very interesting ways. 
This was one hottest days in July and we were 
lugging 40-litre packs stuffed with overnight 
essentials. The summer mosquitos and black 
flies took advantage of our slow uphill pace — 
we bled for this one.

But dream rides rarely come easy and I knew it 
would all be well worth the effort. Sure enough, 
the grade eventually eased and we were able to 
pedal alpine single-track sections on the final 
stretch to the top. Once we gained the ridge, 
270-degree views opened up and the ride 
became a bit of a Mount Garibaldi and Howe 
Sound photo shoot. 

After spending the better part of the day 
exploring all the small alpine tarns and reaching 

the end of the ridge, we set up a bivy. From 
this overhanging, rocky ledge we could clearly 
see our house on the Squamish River and we 
pitched camp on the very spot I’d been staring 
at for one too many mornings.

As we watched the sun set, we admired the 
kite boarders on the sound while the Tantalus 
Range lit up high above them. I’m not sure 
we could have had better views of Garibaldi, 
Habrich and Sky Pilot. The evening was a 
spectacular, star-filled Squamish night.                        

The next morning we woke at 5:00 a.m. to a 
fog-covered Howe Sound with all the peaks 
rising mightily above. I relished this a while, 
the view from the top of my regular morning 
view, and then we packed up and set off on a 
1,850-metre descent. Having ridden this trail 
network for nearly 20 years, I knew I was in 
for a smorgasbord of all the things we dream 
about as mountain bikers and the landscape 
delivered again. It’s rides like this that make us 
realize just how special our Sea to Sky backyard 
is, and how lucky we are to live amongst these 
mountains that challenge our everyday normal 
to greater levels. 

HOWE SOUND HIGHLINE
Sweating for lost gold in the forests of Britannia

HOWE SOUND

Pat Mulrooney and Bruno the dog. Britannia Creek. MULROONEY PHOTO.
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Below ground.
Above expectations.

“Unbelievable experience.”
TRIPADVISOR REVIEW

www.BritanniaMineMuseum.ca

Explore modern and interactive exhibits, pan for 
real gold, then climb aboard a train and rumble 
into an underground tunnel.  Discover BC’s history 
and learn something new.  

VA
LL

EY
FISHING GUIDES

CANADA

We sell out! Call Now 
to Reserve a Guide!
Fishing reports here:  

facebook.com/valleyfishing 

Professional Guiding 
Since 2000

604-938-4458
1-877-85-TROUT

          (87688)
www.valleyfishing.com

Fly Fishing Trips

Half Day – Single: $475
2 or more: $325pp

Full Day – Single: $595
2 or more: $345p

Heli-Fishing: $1250pp
Remote Fly-In Fishing:

$1250pp, 2 person min.

WORK WHERE YOU PLAY.   

Whether you want a job that 
�ts your lifestyle or need help 
growing your career, the 
WorkBC Centre is your go-to 
place for employment advice.

We can help you:
•  Write a great resume
•  Learn about the job market
•  Connect with employers
•  Develop your skills
•  Start a business

The Employment Program of British Columbia is funded by the 
Government of Canada and the Province of British Columbia.

Visit our Resource 
Centre to learn more 
about our no cost 
employment services. 
No appointment 
necessary.

www.whistlerESC.com

WHISTLER 
204-1200 Alpha Lake Rd
Phone: 604-932-1600 or 
1-877-932-1611

SQUAMISH
302-37989 Cleveland Ave
Phone: 604-815-4550 
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SQUAMISH 2.0
Biking is Pushing Squamish’s 
‘Rec-Tech’ Industry towards  
a Tipping Point

For decades, most Coast Mountain-ers knew Squamish as little 
more than a roadside refueling station with a hick reputation 
and an ever-present odour of pulpy, wet farts. Set almost exactly 
halfway between Vancouver’s legendary North Shore and the 
much-hyped riding in Whistler, old-time Squamish locals 
endured decades of ridicule and general excommunication by the 
“snobs” living to the north and south.

“Squamish was rough in the late 90s,” says Damian Kelly, a 
Whistler kid who moved south in 1993 at age 19 and “dirtbagged” 
for a few years before jumping into Squamish’s fledgling ‘rec-tech’ 
industry. He founded Bad Monkeys Design, a branding, strategy 
and design company that’s now been working with top outdoor 
brands for the past two decades.  

“You had to create your own job here back then, if you didn’t 
want to be in forestry,” Kelly explains, “but that is also what 
made it rad and kept it from being overrun or turned into a 
resort — real people lived here, and real businesses.” 

And some of those people were riding bikes. The Squamish Off-
Road Cycling Association (SORCA) started in the early 90s and 
quickly began pioneering trail access cooperation between bikers, 
builders, governments and other user groups. 

Over the next decade, core Whistler riders began migrating 
south for new frontiers and cheaper real estate. Simultaneously, 
bike technology continued evolving to create lighter, stronger 
machines perfect for the mellow climbs and burly rides of the 
area. Mountain biking began driving Squamish’s rec-tech sector 
forward.

Ted Tempany was a Whistler DH rider with a talent for building 
bike trails when he moved south in 1999 and founded Dream 
Wizards, one of the most respected trail building teams in the 
world. Joyride pioneer Paddy Kaye had already relocated in 
1997 and Christian Begin, director of the seminal freeride film 
Kranked, arrived in 2002. But the biggest groundswell occurred 
after the closure of the Woodfibre pulp mill in 2006. Once the 
air cleared and the Olympics were on the horizon, the little 
roadside gas-stop town began to boom. 

VentureWeb, an adventure and recreation-specific digital marketing 
agency, moved to town in 2006. Top-of-the-game mountain bike 
filmmakers Anthill Films set up shop in 2008, joining a host of 
other filmers, photographers, designers, writers and guides making 
a living across a number of different outdoor pursuits. In 2014, 
after a lengthy public process and some epically pedantic Facebook 
arguments, Squamish rebranded itself as “Hardwired for Adventure,” 
a nod to the rise of local rec-tech and a precursor for the arrival of 
Squamish’s best known tech business yet: Pinkbike.

By Feet Banks
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SQUAMISH

Since December 2014, the headquarters of mountain 
bike media superpower Pinkbike has been a quiet 
and unassuming office space down in the closest 
thing Squamish has to an arts district. Their space 
is dominated by a 42-inch flatscreen display of the 
world map, monitoring Pinkbike’s website traffic 
in real time with tiny exploding red and blue circle 
‘hits’.  England is blowing up, same with both 
coasts of North America. New Zealand pops sud-
denly, Brazil, Iceland, somewhere in Western Africa. 
Below, an info bar keeps a running tally: 70-94 
hits per second from 100-121 countries. Pinkbike 
definitely puts the tech in Squamish rec-tech.

“It’s been a long time coming,” says Alan Golds, 
who moved to Squamish from Whistler in late 
2012  specifically to work for Pinkbike. “The riding 
and biking community are second to none, so that 
made it an easy decision. Being in the Sea to Sky 
and closer to Whistler Mountain Bike Park and 
Crankworx just makes sense. With Vancouver to 
Whistler seeing so many industry partners and 
athletes passing through Squamish already, we give 
them yet another reason to visit.” 

“And Semenuk lives here,” adds Content Manager, 
Tyler Maine. “That helps — the best in the world. 
But there are lots of young companies here as well. 
. . you just want to be in the hub.”

As of 2014, that hub includes industry-leading 
bike component engineers at OneUp Components, 
as well the world’s first cycling apparel company to 
use GORE-TEX® fabrics: 7mesh.

“This is the perfect place to build a product, test it 
right outside your doors, and tweak your design all 
in the same day,” says Brian Goldstone of 7mesh. 
“What we’re going after is getting people into 
enjoying all aspects of riding and understanding 
why people like to ride. And Squamish is a great 
place to do that.”

Of course, as Squamish’s rec-tech bubble expands, 
it draws more cyclists into town — great for the 
economy, but not always ideal for a 25-plus-year-
old trail network. “Squamish has 174 mapped 
trails now,” says Ted Tempany, who built a bunch 
of those and continues to improve existing trails. 
“ I think it is super important that we don’t try 
to grow our trail network too quickly without 
maintaining the assets that we have, and any new 
development needs to be built to a really high 
standard. That means establish solid arteries that 
connect the town and whenever we get a chance 
to improve the beginner or intermediate trails, we 
should. That’s how you build the sport.”

And so as sport, and the industry that supports it, 
continues to discover Squamish, that junky little 
gas-station town has suddenly become the popular 
prom queen of the Sea to Sky. She’s beautiful but 
she might have a little chain grease on her shins 
still, it was a long ride to get here. 

Tyler Jordan, Squamish wheels and water. BRIAN GOLDSTONE PHOTO.
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Whistler’s best bike service, 
sales and rentals since 1996
fanatykco.com  604-938-9455
#6 - 4433 Sundial Place, Whistler, BC
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4005 Whistler Way, Whistler BC
1.800.663.5644   I   1.604.932.2522

FB/AavaWhistlerHotel   I   @AavaWhistler
aavawhistlerhotel.com



STEMMING THE SLIDE
Breathing new life into one of Whistler’s classic trails

By Vince Shuley

Whistler is a town brimming with recreational rites 
of passage — and the Whistler Mountain Bike 
Park has several of its own initiation features to 
graduate riders from advanced enthusiasts to bona 
fide Whistler shredders. The committing step up 
onto the Freight Train containers or the balls-drop-
ping roll into Drop-In Clinic can quickly separate 
the field, as can old-school roller coaster, Joyride. 

For years, Ride Don’t Slide has been heralded as 
the bike park boundary trail separating the sheep 
from the goats. Originally built in the early 1980s 
by trials dirt bikers revving up the south side of 
Whistler Mountain, the steep and eroded fall line 
sections eventually had downhill biking initiates 
hanging onto their brakes for dear life, only to 
erupt in hoots and hollers as they flowed into the 

next corner. As the Bike Park lifts reached higher 
up Whistler Mountain and manufacturers built 
bikes with more brawn, time (and increased usage) 
was not kind to Ride Don’t Slide.

“It wasn’t the most environmentally conscious 
[trail] for going down,” says Bike Park Manager 
Brian Finestone. “When it required you to ride 
up to the Peak and down to it, back in the day, it 
didn’t see that much traffic because of its level of 
difficulty and access.”

However, once Top of the World trail opened in 
2010, Whistler’s Peak Chair began uploading 
mountain bikes into the high alpine and accessing 
Ride Don’t Slide no longer required a 20 to 30-min-
ute uphill push from the Garbanzo Zone. As traffic 
inevitably increased, Whistler Blackcomb chose to 
invest resources into upgrading the popular out-of-
bounds south side route rather than block it with 
deadfall or leave it in a state of purgatory.

“We wanted to preserve the old line where it was 
environmentally sustainable to do so and offer 
a ride-around option that’s single, black level as 
opposed to double black,” says Finestone. “By split-
ting the difference and filling some of that erosion 
concern, it will make the trail more sustainable.”

“They realize that people coming off 

the Peak are going to ride Ride Don’t 
Slide. They’re identifying a trail that 

exists that could be a lot better.”  

– Tom Pro

WHISTLER

ABOVE: Ali Chapple (leader) and Sebastian Johnson, riding not sliding. VINCE SHULEY PHOTO.

   Continued
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DFX: The Next Generation
The Future of Downhill Starts at Age 4

Finestone has more than enough on his plate keeping the 72 trails of the Bike 
Park maintained, so Whistler Blackcomb (WB) contracted local trail building 
think tank, Gravity Logic (whose founding members are responsible for most 
of the early Bike Park trail designs), to overhaul several sections of Ride Don’t 
Slide. In keeping with contemporary trail design and sustainable practices, the 
upper section of the trail now follows the contours of the landscape and allows 
ample drainage to avoid damage from the frequent rainstorms experienced on 
the West Coast.

“The problem with the trail was that it didn’t snake its way down, it was pretty 
much going straight down,” says Tom “Pro” Prochazka of Gravity Logic. “That 
makes it difficult to use the existing footprint, so the first kilometre up the 
top is brand new. Whenever you [build] a reverse grade in the trail — even if 
it’s only two feet long — it allows the trail to spill water and you’re guarding 
against the trail becoming a creek bed.”

On top of enabling Ride Don’t Slide to stand up to the abuse of long-travel 
downhill bikes, the investment is also aimed at making the trail accessible to 
more users by building alternate options to the burly rock faces that Ride Don’t 
Slide is notorious for.

“[Whistler Blackcomb] is super proactive about that kind of stuff,” says 
Prochazka. “They realize that people coming off the Peak are going to ride Ride 
Don’t Slide. They’re identifying a trail that exists that could be a lot better, that 
could be a really good experience for a lot of riders who pay to get up on the 
mountain.”

The link-up of Ride Don’t Slide with Top of the World in the Peak Zone and BC 
Trail in Creekside give mountain bikers their very own lift-accessed “Peak to 
Creek” run that starts with a panoramic alpine vista and finishes at Dusty’s. 
Now that sounds like a pretty sweet rite of passage.

Note: Ride Don’t Slide is not within the Whistler Mountain Bike Park boundary, 
and as such is not patrolled. Always ride with a friend and carry sufficient tools 
for basic repairs on the trail. 

ABOVE: Tom Pro rips the rock garden on Top of the World. JUSTA JESKOVA PHOTO.  
BELOW: Meet your hero. Jacob Coleman and Mick Hannah. JASON COLEMAN PHOTO.

By Kristen Wint

Jacob Coleman started riding in the Whistler Mountain Bike Park’s DFX 
Club at age five. Four years later, in 2014, he found himself atop the first 
ever Crankworx Kidsworx Downhill podium, a champion in the 7–9 
Mixed Division category of a race that saw over a hundred kids testing 
their grit on the bike park’s famous B-Line trail. 

It made him the first local supergrom to pull a Crankworx Kidsworx gold 
medal and his father, Jason Coleman added that “one of Jacob’s goals 
almost since he first started riding in DFX Club was finding and winning 
a downhill race in his age category.”

DFX stands for Downhill, Freeride and X-Country and it’s an in-demand 
summer camp with coaching in all aspects of mountain biking. They now 
accept four-year-olds who can send it, and in 2014, a Phat Kidz race series 
was added to give Whistler youth a feel for the DH competition circuit. 
That Crankworx added the Kidsworx DH race (the only one in Canada) 
the same year, worked out just as well for Jacob and his fellow DFXers.

Jacob credits much of his winning run to time spent walking the track 
with Cory LeClerc, DFX guest coach and owner of Squamish-based C4 
Rider Training. “I learned more about racing in that one day with Cory 
than I would all season,” Jacob says. “Picking good lines, when to brake, 
where pedalling matters and where it slows you down, all made me see 
that sometimes slower is faster.” 

The Crankworx win and extra time spent with LeClerc got Jacob noticed. He 
was invited to join a Cycling BC two-day talent-spotting camp called the 
DH Future Champs Camp, held in Squamish and Whistler in September 
2014. The camp was designed for riders aged 13 to 18 who were entering the 
DH race circuit, but Cory saw value in adding a rider who was still several 
years away from being of age. “Jacob is my Zander 2.0,” says LeClerc, 
referring to Whistler local and former Norco Bicycles Factory Team Rider, 
Zander Geddes. “Rather than starting to learn how to race once he’s of age, 
we want him showing up at BC Cup races at 13, ready to win.”

While 13 seems decades away for ten-year-old Jacob, he says he hopes for 
an invite to the 2015 Crankworx Whistler Fox Air DH Kidsworx event 
(10 to 13-year-old division) for a chance to rip the same trails as legendary 
riders Stevie Smith and Mick Hannah. While he waits, he’ll be shredding 
park laps all season long.

For DFX program info hit up whistlerblackcomb.com/bike and check 
out c4race.com for C4 Rider Training. 

WHISTLER
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By Vanessa Stark

I love to ride epics. But life gets busy and shit 
happens. . . baby shit happens, literally. Suddenly, 
you’re a new member of the “parenthood” club and 
the first years are full of wonder and awe — watching 
as a tiny human takes those first steps, pedals that 
first bike and slashes their first pow day. But the 
kisses, snuggles and unconditional love come in be-
tween crying, biting, kicking, screaming, sleepless 
nights and meltdowns over ridiculous, insignificant 
things. To survive and succeed these first few years 
requires a good dose of love, lots of patience and, 
most importantly, being able to get away for a really 
good bike rip!

Any ride day helps, but the frequency and length 
of the outings are dependent on the parental unit’s 
time management skills. My parenting plan was 
to reclaim the Pemberton Epic by focusing on 
a “Single Day Attack” plan. Success hinged on 
precise pre-planning and, primarily, executing the 
Attacks within the boundaries of day care hours. 

Attack #1: Tenquille Lake

I used to ride Tenquille at least a couple times each 
summer, but on attack day the forecast called for 
torrential downpours, wind and thundershowers, 
so all participants bailed aside from Dave B. (my 
baby’s Papa) and I. 

The ride up was wet, but we as we approached the 
downhill the rain let up and the wide Pemberton 
skies began to clear. Dropping in from a field of 
wildflowers, it’s relatively smooth, fast and fun. 
Partway down, the landscape changes suddenly and 
becomes littered with burnt black trees and stumps, 
remnants of a 2009 forest fire. Riding through 
charred trees contrasted by vibrant, magenta 
fireweed with the distant valley view below was 
spectacular.  With barely enough time to get down 
before day care pick-up, we ripped the remaining 
nine kilometres of descent at full speed. Two-wheel 
corner drifts reminded me of how Tenquille always 
makes me feel at one with my bike. We picked up 
the child with just minutes to spare and claimed 
our first Single Day Attack success.

SINGLE DAY 
ATTACK
Pemberton Moms Are 
Reclaiming the Epic

PEMBERTON

The author, racing to daycare pick-up. DAVE BASTERRECHEA PHOTO.    Continued
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Danielle MENZEL

There’s no place like home.
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Attack #2: Skelu’a7, Chain Link Connection

I’d been hearing a lot about this trail, a 4 to 6-hour 
ride filled with loamy, rolling sections, beauty 
views and some steep descents. Originally an old 
trapping/mining and First Nations hunting trail, it 
had been recently restored by the Pemberton Valley 
Trail Association, and more specifically, friend and 
ski icon Johnny Foon. We lined up the brown pow 
shred day with the promise of perfect weather and 
a posse that included Foon, Dave and I.

We awoke early, eager to ride. Our little guy 
seemed reluctant to rise and refused to get dressed. 
As I pulled his PJs off I noticed he was completely 
covered in red hives — this wasn’t part of the 
Single Day Attack plan! Dave, being a good father, 
offered a game of Ro-Sham-Bo (the winner would 
ride), but I declined: Mama Duty called. 

Dave and Johnny rode the loamy, buffed-out 
Chain Link epic while I watched toddler movies 

and provided snuggles and popsicles to a rashy rascal 
who was fine by the next morning. Sometimes you 
just can’t go.

Attack #3: Jack the Ripper (JTR)

JTR is my favourite Pemberton ride. It’s an old 
trail that was reworked and completed in 2009 by 
the late, great Jack Hannan. After much juggling 
of schedules, the attack team came down to a 
triple-mom posse including myself, Lisa Ankeny 
and Gloria Addario. 

With our kids in day care, we left extra early in 
hopes of avoiding the height of mid-summer 
Pemby heat. Of course, it wouldn’t be an epic if 
we didn’t pedal from the valley and the views on 
the last leg of the long climb were breathtaking —  
Pemberton Valley at its finest. 

JTR’s 1,500-metre descent begins with steep, 
technical rock riding that flows into forested sections 

and then back to some exposed rock before entering 
steep, dirt chutes. There’s magic on that trail, but 
it’s not for the faint of heart. JTR is an aggressive 
trail — you’re way out of cell service and you need 
to be on your game. Which makes it perfect for 
moms who need to blow off a little steam. We 
made it back to the valley in time to cheers and 
chug a tall boy. 

Dirty, bleeding and drinking beer with grins from 
ear-to-ear; tell-tale signs that a true Pemberton Epic 
has occurred. The Single Day Attack mother’s club 
is growing and there are lots more mini-epics to 
come (just as soon as we drop off the kids).  

Of course, it wouldn’t be an epic if we 

didn’t pedal from the valley and the 

views on the last leg of the long climb 

were breathtaking.

PEMBERTON

Lisa Ankeny leading the attack. VANESSA STARK PHOTO.
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Photography and Text by Pat Mulrooney

It’s about 7:00 p.m. as we roll into camp, and three 
hours since the crash. Blood has finally ceased 
flowing from a gash in my forehead and both my 
knees are in bad shape. The promise of camping on 
the shores of a glorious, remote alpine lake is the 
only thing that had kept me going. 

The lake sits at treeline at the head of a small 
valley surrounded by lush green meadows painted 
with wildflowers on all sides. Above, north-facing 
glaciers carve their way down dramatic peaks rich 
in colour with iron and copper deposits. The views 
almost allow me to forget my injuries, but the truth 
is I’m concussed, and if both my kneecaps aren’t 
cracked, I’ll be pleasantly surprised. It’s day two of 
a five-day, self-supported mountain bike traverse 
in the South Chilcotin Range and I’m seriously 
injured. But we had to make it to the lake – if there 
was ever a place I had to be down for the count, 
this was it.  

• • •

We started doing overnight rides in the South 
Chilcotins more than 12 years ago. Myself, and 
longtime riding friends, Danielle and Mike, were 
warriors on these spring, summer and fall missions 
that would always begin with a floatplane drop 
from our friend Dale, owner and operator of Tyax 
Adventures. The original trips would start as one, 
or maybe two nights out, and our gear was always 
way too heavy. One of the mountain bike pioneers 
of the region, Dale never failed to utter the same 
sarcastic line as we stepped out of the Beaver; 
“Enjoy your hike.”

Without exception, each trip would have many 
unknowns — is it rideable, do we have time to 
cover that distance, and can we cross that river? 
Those early voyages helped me to understand the 
value in riding lighter if we wanted to spend more 
nights out and explore further. The key to these 
adventures became finding a way to make multi-
day rides manageable and better yet. . .  enjoyable. 
For me, it’s about riding my bike properly and not 
just going on a long, slow tour. What went into the 
bag became an art over the years (see sidebar).

The most important element, however, is always 
who I go out with. These trips are far from easy 
and not for everyone. Riders need to have what it 
takes to get through the inevitable challenges that 
arise, but even more critically, need to be able to 
appreciate them as part of a greater whole. The 
quality of riding in the vast single-track network 
of the South Chilcotins has always been truly 
“epic” and each year I discover new pieces of trail 
that weave into some of the most remote corners 
of this paradise. Add to that list, countless grizzly 
bear sightings (and only rarely being charged by 
one), wolves, cougars, wolverines and all the other 
animals on the backcountry, natural farm. Crazy 
weather (like snowfall in August), human error (a 
buddy got lost once and spent a night on his own) 
and equipment failures can also play a role. 

Ultimately, we always make it home, and these 
multi-day missions into the beautiful wild Chilcotins 
are among the greatest mountain adventures I’ve ever 
had, so it’s been important for me to share them with 
like-minded mountain travellers and best friends.

OVER THE HILLS AND FAR AWAY….
Spend a night, or four, riding the South Chilcotins

CHILCOTINS

Danielle Balik, Zoe Dawson and Ross Dolan on Little Paradise Creek Trail, South Chilcotins.

   Continued
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HIGH-TECH FOR THE HIGHEST MOUNTAINS
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These kinds of friends are also handy when you suddenly and 
inexplicably go over the handlebars on mellow terrain and 
crack your helmet and kneecaps into a bloody mess. Mike and 
Danielle stabilized me, but as the architect of the trip, I knew 
we were in a very remote location and I had to either suck it up 
and move on or face pushing the SOS button on my InReach. 
I was disappointed in myself — I make a point of riding at 50 
per cent when I’m that far out — but I knew we had to make it 
to the lake. 

• • •

And we did. I woke up early on day three and realized the full 
severity of my injuries — a mild concussion pounded my skull 
and my left knee had swollen enough to suggest a cracked or 
bruised patella. The right knee did not look much better and the 
overall trauma from the crash and subsequent three-hour ride 
had left my entire body stiff and sore. A challenging morning to 
say the least, but I still couldn’t help but be inspired by the crisp 
air, dew misted meadows and perfect azure lake. As I had hoped, 
I gained strength from this place and we were able to pack up 
and move on while I chewed on ibuprofens like Tic Tacs.

The next two days were agonizing. Each of them involved 
ten-hour plus rides with major ascents, and by the time we 
reached Spruce Lake on day four, it was clear I couldn’t go on. 
We communicated with Dale at Tyax Air and before I knew it 
we were on a short flight back to Tyaughton Lake. This was the 
first trip I had to pull the plug on in all those years. It left me 
feeling a little empty and wanting a rematch. As I’m writing 
these words, my knee is at 75 per cent and I’ve already conceived 
of the greatest and most epic trip that will take place this August 
with three of my favourite people in the world. Bring on 
Chilcotin season!  

The key is finding the balance between weight and comfort that translates into speed 
and efficiency. After a few years of pushing our comfort levels and spending 5-6 nights 
unsupported in the Chilcotins, my perfect set up looks like this:

• The bike must be free of bags or anything other than a water bottle. You want to 
be able to ride your bike as uninhibited as you would at home — light and free.

• All gear, including camera equipment, should fit into a 40-litre, low-stance pack. If 
your pack is tapping on your helmet during a descent it makes for a miserable trip.

• Bivy sacks, ultralight tents and sleeping pads are your friends. The whole world is 
your living room, you just need a nylon cocoon big enough to keep the bugs out 
while you sleep.

• Homemade, dehydrated chili with minute rice in a medium-sized titanium pot 
filled to the brim surprisingly feeds four and sustains you in the following days. 

• A spare rear derailleur, a bled brake, a rear air shock, tire and tube patches, duct 
tape and lots of zap straps can all “save the day” and keep the trip rolling. 

• Versatile and lightweight riding and sleep clothing increase “R-values” which 
allow for thinner sleeping bags. 

• Durable shoes with thin quick-dry fabric are a must for the multiple creek crossings 
you will encounter every day. They need to be tough for the hike-a-bikes and 
comfortable on the pedals. This is one of the toughest things to find!  

If you see me out there, I’m always happy to open my pack and show you the rest.           

MULTI-DAY CHILCOTIN KIT
On a 5-day mission every gram counts

CHILCOTINS

ABOVE: Mike Triggs, Castle Pass Trail. TOP RIGHT: Mike Triggs & Drey Voros in Big Creek.  
BOTTOM RIGHT: One of the Chilcotin locals looks on. VANESSA STARK PHOTO.
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That’s how a vacation should be. Here, in the Chilcotin 
Mountains, north of Pemberton, you’ll find a special piece 
of paradise we call Tyax Wilderness Resort & Spa. Open 
space is our specialty, for mountain biking, horseback riding, 
camping, pampering or just watching fish rise on the lake. 
Make a date with us, and let time stand still.

tyax.com
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Dr. Jake Bessie DMD, BSc and the staff at Diamond Head Dental 
are thrilled to have Dr. Chris Kelly DDS join our team.
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WELLNESS

By Eric Greene

Not long ago, I was out enjoying an evening on the town with a friend 
when we got into a conversation about hunger and the agony of starving. 
I think we were on the hunt for nachos, but every place was closed except 
for 7-Eleven. I’m a grown-ass man, so I don’t go for 7-Eleven when it 
comes to late night eats. Or Denny’s.

Anyways, my friend then told me about her uncle in India who does this 
crazy lifestyle practice called “sun gazing.” Apparently, he stares directly 
into the sun every day of his life in order to obtain the energy and nutrients 
his body needs to live and function. He’s a solar-powered human.

“He hasn’t eaten a full meal of food in 17 years,” she said to my con-
fused and skeptical face. There’s no way I believe this, I thought. I mean, 
it’s absurd. I can’t go five hours without a full meal. I’ve also been to 
India and know that the food is so insanely good that it would be pure 
torture trying to avoid the scents alone.

My friend’s uncle is Hira Ratan Manek (HRM). He’s from Calicut, India, 
has a university degree in mechanical engineering, and worked an entire 
career before he started studying and practicing the ancient technique 
of sun gazing. I got my friend to connect me with her uncle so I could 
figure out how legit this sun gazing story actually was. My curiosity was 
in hyper-drive. 

HRM ended up being a super nice dude with all the time in the world to 
answer my unintelligent questions (like if you still take shits when you 
don’t eat food). I later discovered that he was a celebrity on YouTube, so 
I was grateful for his attention. 

This is how sun gazing goes down: HRM claims that we all have a human 
computer in our bodies, which he calls the “brainutor.” Apparently it’s 
more powerful than any super computer. The dormant (and largest) parts 
of our brains are where the solar energy is consumed, activating larger 
parts of our minds. He suggests that our eyes are capable of more than 

just vision, and they can be used as a gateway for the sun’s energy to 
fuel our brains.

Are you still with me? HRM says that modern implications about avoiding 
the sun because it’s damaging and carcinogenic are “causing needless 
hysteria and paranoia.” Sun gazing is all about benefitting your body 
through nature, while avoiding its harmful adverse effects. And sun gazing 
is not just about living… It’s about healing and improving your health. He 
says the sun is a cost-free way to heal the human body from any illness. 
Listen up Western world: your health care problems are solved!

HRM says that even if you are unpracticed and haven’t taken the time to 
build up stamina, you can gaze directly into the sun during the first and 
last hours of daylight — considered “safe gazing hours.” At these times, 
the sun is less harmful than watching TV or a computer screen. 

Obviously, sun gazing cannot be performed if there’s no sun, which 
means the sun gazer will go hungry on the cloudy days of a normal 
Pacific Northwest winter.

HRM started sun gazing in 1995 and claims that several times since then 
he has lived for well over a year consuming nothing but water and the 
sun’s energy. Occasionally, and purely for social reasons, he drinks tea, 
coffee, or buttermilk. In 2009 alone, he travelled to 80 countries to lecture 
audiences about the ancient practice of sun gazing. See… he’s famous.

If you’re young and active, HRM says that sun gazing will provide your 
body with everything you need. The body’s requirement for food will dimin-
ish as it adapts to gaining energy from the sun. So, to make this long 
story short; my friend’s Indian uncle stares into the sun every day. He’s 
75-years-old, perfectly healthy, doesn’t eat food, and it’s entirely true. 

Before you just up and start staring at the sun, Mountain Life recommends 
 you do a bit of your own proactive research. Start with HRM’s site 
solarhealing.com. Also, you should check out Eric’s surf and travel 
magazine at latermag.com.

SUN GAZING
Free food? Can humans 
glean nourishment from 
the sun’s energy?

SUMMER 2015    MOUNTAIN LIFE   75

Whistler sunrise, food for thought. MARK MACKAY PHOTO.
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Creekbread and the Community 
Lending a Helping Hand to local charities 

52 weeks a year, every Tuesday night since 2009. 

604 905 6666   www.creekbread.com 
2021 Karen Cres. Whistler, BC (behind the Husky in Creekside Lodge)

All-natural wood-fi red pizza

whistlerbounce.com
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“The Free 
Collective is 
about bringing 
people together,” 
says Whistler art-
ist Eric Beckstead. 
“Many people these 
days feel powerless, we 
see large problems but no 
obvious solutions and it can get 
overwhelming. What the Free Collective 
does is bring together influential artists and 
free thinkers with a common goal of creating 
balance and positive change.”

After a series of injuries sidelined his fledgling, pro ski career, Beckstead, 
who turns 24 this summer, began focusing on his creative passions. After 
a stint shooting weddings, commercial and corporate gigs, he began feeling 
the pull of a higher artistic calling.

Eric asked himself how he could do something that was positive through 
his lifestyle, that showcased all his friends who did inspiring stuff, and 
helped to break the cycle of negative influence so much of our culture is 
stuck in. “I wanted to investigate the beliefs that we all feel strongly about 
while pursuing our passions — art, music, adventure, sport, charity, health 
and fitness. The Free Collective came out of that.”

Conceived as a sort of “Art Label” to promote and curate an assortment 
of individual artists and their work, similar to the way a record label 
does with musicians, The Free Collective’s initial project, Speaking a 
Lost Language, is an 18-minute short film/video magazine chronicling 
a journey Beckstead and friend Alex Bergeron made into the Northwest 
Territories to meet a tribe of Dene First Nations.

“We thought it would be sweet to do a film on the first culture of North 
America,” Eric explains. “Our goal was to try and find the roots of a society 
that was still operating on those old beliefs and value systems. We drove 14 
hours from Yellowknife to the literal end of the road, the concrete turns to 
grass and swamp. That ‘start at the end’ idea was really appealing.”

Both raw and art-house, Speaking a Lost Language contains recurring 
themes of ‘The Quest’ or a search for a voice that runs parallel within 

both the 
subject  

matter  
(indigenous 

communities 
working to preserve 

and nourish their 
ancient language and 

traditions) and the filmmakers 
(young artists rejecting status 

quo systems and committing to 
finding a better way forward). 

Part of the journey involved Beckstead and 
Bergeron joining in on a tournament of Dene Hand Games, 

traditional matches of skill, strength and wit that bring Dene tribes together 
to celebrate and connect. “It was a great way to document a culture, 
create connections and explore truth,” Eric says. “The fact that North 
America’s First Nations live so synonymously with nature is something we 
can all learn from these days.”

In April, the sold-out film premiere/Free Collective launch party raised 
over $1,200 for wilderness conservation in the traditional lands of the 
Dene First Nations. With six core members already on board, The Free 
Collective’s immediate future includes a lifestyle blog, more inspiring 
photographs and artwork on their website/boutique, and a single-day live 
music and art festival planned for August or September. In the meantime, 
The Free Collective is always on the lookout for new and inspiring artists.

“People who just want to be free,” Eric says, “rebels with a cause, anti-
establishment, but in a positive way. There is a new way of living, and if 
you think so too, then join us and we can all try to help raise each other 
up. Even if it is just supporting a positive video on the Internet instead of 
spreading gossip, it will build. There is a trickle down effect and hopefully 
there will be a shift towards a more sustainable, conscious world. It could 
take 10,000 years, but wouldn’t it be nice if your life was full of awesome 
stuff that inspires you to go be awesome?” 

– Feet Banks

Watch Speaking a Lost Language and read an extended interview about 
the film at mountainlifemedia.ca/inthisissue and be sure to check out 
thefreecollective.com to follow or join the project.

ARTIST

THE FREE COLLECTIVE

ERIC BECKSTEAD PHOTOS.
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Timeless Architecture of the Human Spirit

MOUNTAINHOME

By Todd Lawson

Keith and Judy Scott had very specific criteria in mind as they prop-
erty-hunted for a perfect cabin-in-the-woods location. It had to have 
acreage. It had to be on a lake, a river or the ocean. And it had to be 
within a two-hour drive from home in greater Vancouver. In 1992, after 
searching from Hope, BC to Whistler, a scouting trip into Squamish’s 
Paradise Valley ticked off all three, and then some. 

“We drove through Vancouver in the pouring rain,” recalls Judy, “and 
then coming down this road with beautiful snow flickering through the 
canopy of trees, it was magical. We knew we had found something 
pretty special.” 

Indeed. The Scotts found ten acres of seclusion amongst the moss-
drenched trees that hug the curves of the Cheakamus River. Coming 
from the city, the couple were pleased by the remoteness. With three 
adopted children, the Scotts were looking for a place to have true quality 
family time. “We looked at a lot of different places,” Keith explains. “We 
didn’t want to see our neighbours’ houses. We just didn’t want to have 
anybody around.” 

But finding the property was just the beginning. They still had to build 
their little cabin in the woods.

“We have always lived in architecturally-designed homes — I like inter-
esting spaces,” says Keith. “My wife Judy and I have collected native 
art since 1979 and I actually wanted to live inside a totem pole, believe 
it or not.” 

The search brought them to Vancouver architect, Henry Yorke Mann, 
a third-generation master builder with a penchant for unique designs 
and a philosophy built on ideas of “architecture of the spirit or soul, 
combining with reverence for the needs, both practical and spiritual of 
the owner and or user and together with reverence for the site.” Mann 
was a perfect fit for the Scotts’ vision. 

“Henry came here and I told him we wanted to build something using 
the same exact footprint of the old pioneer log cabin that was here,” 
Keith says. “I wanted something simple and I wanted space to keep the 
spiritual element of native art alive.”

THE TOTEMS
PHOTOS COURTESY STUARTBISH.COM

   Continued
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Spacious Home Office
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  D A N A  F R I E S E N  S M I T H

THE

 

LOCAL’S

 

CHOICE

135-4370 Lorimer Road
Whistler, BC, V0N 1B4

Cell: 604-902-3878
E: dana@myseatosky.com
www.danafriesensmith.com
www.remax-whistler.com

DANA FRIESEN SMITH
REALTOR

20
14

Helping you with all your Real Estate needs in Whistler, Pemberton, and Squamish!

In 3 short years Dana has climbed 
to the top of the Real Estate game.

  
* Medallion Club Member - Top 10% of 
Realtors in the Greater Vancouver Area 
* Top 3 agents of RE/MAX Whistler
* Voted Whistler's Best Realtor all in 2014
Let's see what she can do for you in 2015!

TM
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Yorke Mann struggled with the original design and concept at first. He spoke of the Scott home on 
his website: “It is important to note that at a particular point during the design process I felt that I 
was overlooking something significant. It was a bit later, while working on another project that I 
suddenly realized what that something significant was. It was the inherent spirit or spirits of this 
great Pacific Northwest site with its great trees. It was this spirit or spirits also that affected 
the original indigenous culture and the later paintings of Emily Carr and Jack Wise.”

After that, “The Totems” (as the home is called) came to life. “Henry called me and 
said ‘Keith, I’ve got an interesting sketch that I want you to see.’ And a few days 
later he handed me the drawings on a napkin,” Keith recalls. “I loved it right 
away. It’s just so wonderful. . . how did he even imagine to build this from a 
pencil and paper sketch?”

With a preference given for natural construction materials and finishes, 
Yorke Mann explained his design like this: “The four corner posts of 
yellow cedar, with their red cedar arms and legs, became ‘man trees.’ 
The two yellow cedar posts on the primary axis, with their red cedar 
yokes, became totemic — hence the name “The Totems.”

In April, Henry Yorke Mann passed away at age 84. His website recalls 
his time creating ‘The Totems’ with Keith and Judy. “One often hears 
comments to the effect that ‘They can’t build like that anymore,’ 
suggesting that there are no craftsmen in our modern society. However, 
there will always be persons who care passionately about creating 
items of value, beauty and craftsmanship. They only need  
the opportunity.” 
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10% OFF 
ACTIVITIES
10% OFF 

ACTIVITIES

Visit Whistler’s Play Professionals 
at Activity Central  – your one-stop 

shop for all activity bookings. 

Olympic Plaza
(Next to Blenz)

604•935•4528

Village Info Centre
(Taxi/Bus Loop)

604•905•4866Discount 
Sightseeing

Tickets

604-938-3686
Spitfirerentals.ca
Located inside the Summit Lodge Hotel, on Main St.

Scooter & Cruiser Bike Rental
Cheapest rates in town

Guided tours available
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HOT SAUCE IS SO HOT RIGHT NOW

FOOD

DAVE BARNES ILLUSTRATION.

By Taylor Godber 

Why is it that we’re so fixated on choosing to 
harm ourselves for pleasure? Similar to the per-
plexing muscle burn and hard sweat we break 
en route to summit mountaintops, the cliché of 
‘its all about the journey’ is now arguable and 
fitting as we enjoy the trek through flavours at 
each meal. Food is often no longer the main 
event, instead it’s simply the vehicle for the 
heated, pestle-and-mortared, steeped, mixed,  
or ground, spicy sauce, AKA: hot sauce.

For some, the hot sauce obsession stems from a 
run-in overseas with an exotic taste that left our 
lips praying for death as our tongue called for 
more. Others relish the claims of having discov-
ered the best and hottest of all time. Regardless, 
the hipster/craft-brew trend has officially crossed 
over and everyone from your neighbourhood pub 
to your crazy-aunt-who-went-to-Mexico-once 
seems to have incorporated the tasty chili-based 
sauce into their cuisine. The simplicity of the 
basic ingredients equation allows for personal 
manipulation and customization to fit any taster’s 
palate. The hot sauce revolution is here.

THE SCIENCE 
The spice is all in the pepper. The Scoville Scale 
is the measurement of the pungency (spicy heat) 
of chili peppers or other spice foods. A measure-
ment of dried pepper is dissolved in alcohol and 
then diluted in a solution of sugar water. The 
concentration of the capsaicinoids (what makes 
them hot) is increased in the water solution until 
professionally-trained hot sauce tasters can 

detect the burn, the heat! The heat levels are 
based on this dilution and measured in Scoville 
Heat Units (SHU). The Trinidad Scorpion Pepper 
tops the chart with 1,463,700 SHU. By compari-
son, the Red Savina Habenaro hits 250,000 to 
577,00 SHU, Thai Chili gets 50,000 to 100,000 
SHU and police-grade pepper spray varies from 
500,000 up to 5 million. 

THE EQUATION
Hot sauce = chili pepper + salt + vinegar 

Chili paste = chili pepper + fruit or vegetable base

Chili sauce = chili paste + sugar + garlic + salt

FIRST AID

Don’t touch your eyes! Capsaicinoids (the scien-
tific name for what makes hot sauce burn) are 
fat-soluble, so don’t bother rinsing with water. 
Suggested aids are dairy products (the protein 
casein binds with the capsaicinoids), rice, and 
chewing as a mechanical means of combatting 
the burn. Or, suck it up cupcake!

CONCLUSION

Why does hot sauce hurt so good? It’s a test of 
our tastebuds and a taste of the extreme, but 
with any hot sauce, experience reigns supreme 
over anything words can describe. And as 
an action sport community, we always lust for 
experiences with that touch of crazy that ac-
companies any self-punishing desire to feel “the 
burn.” 

BURN BABY BURN
A DIY SUMMER HOT SAUCE RECIPE 

By Chef Jimmy King, Sea to Sky Catering, 
Mash Record Wines

Having travelled and worked in Southeast Asia 
and Mexico, I’ve found that hot sauce can 
add to the complexity of dishes. The wrong 
amount of heat, sweet, acid or bitterness can 
immediately take away from the food. Sriracha 
is the most balanced flavour profile in a hot 
sauce and as acclaimed chef David Chang 
said, “that is the one thing I don’t mess 
with because it’s perfect.” Here goes my 
best shot at a classic.

This recipe takes 20 minutes to make and will 
give you about two cups.

• 1½ pounds red jalapeño peppers, 
stemmed, seeded, and chopped up

• 8 garlic cloves, peeled and smashed

•  ½ cup apple cider vinegar

• 3 tablespoons tomato paste

• 3 tablespoons honey

• 1 tablespoon cilantro 

• 2 tablespoons fish sauce 

• 1½ teaspoons kosher salt

Purée all ingredients in food processor. Trans-
fer purée into sauce pan.Cook down on slow 
simmer for 10 minutes to consolidate. Cool at 
room temperature and it’s ready to serve! 
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Maxime Richard in Britannia Beach. RENÉ GOUIN PHOTO.

GALLERY
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Diane Lepage in Gun Lake. MASON MASHON PHOTO.
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Stephen Matthews, Burnaby BC. REUBEN KRABBE PHOTO.
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Megan Banick and Kristen Jones on the Cheakamus River, Whistler. TODD LAWSON PHOTO.
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HELLY HANSEN CATWALK

Scandinavian Design is the cornerstone in all Helly Hansen gear. The optimal 
combination of purposeful design, protection and style – this is why professional 
sailors, mountain guides and discerning enthusiasts choose Helly Hansen.
HEL LYHAN SEN .CO M

THERE IS NO SUCH THING AS BAD WEATHER, 
JUST BAD GEAR! SO DON’T GET CAUGHT 
BEING WET AND UNCOMFORTABLE, STOP BY
OUR WHISTLER FLAGSHIP STORES TODAY.

HELLY HANSEN WESTIN RESORT
115-4090 WHISTLER WAY

WHISTLER BC
(604)932-0142

HELLY HANSEN - WHISTLER VILLAGE STROLL
108-4295 BLACKCOMB WAY

WHISTLER BC
(604)932-0143



Capture your world in an all-new way with HERO4 
Silver, the first-ever GoPro to feature a built-in 
touch display. 

AVAILABLE AT McCOO’S

HERO4 SILVER
CHDHY-401 $499.99

•  1080p60 / 960p100 / 720p120 fps 
•  12MP / 30 fps Burst
•  Built-In Wi-Fi + Bluetooth®

BUILT-IN TOUCH DISPLAY

2 LOCATIONS IN wHISTLer

Mountain Square (McCoo’s) // 

604.932.9954
Village Common (McCoo’s Too) / / 

604.938.9954

OPeN DAILY 9:00Am TO 9:00Pm
mccooswhistler.ca
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SCM Guidebook
 Detailed access and 
trail descriptions

 Day Rides, Floatplane 
-assisted Rides and 
Multi-day Rides info

 Trail stat beta and 
much more!
 

 Day Hiking, Back-
packing & Mountaineer-
ing info included

ACCURATE, DETAILED MAPS & BOOKS 
FOR MOUNTAIN BIKING & HIKING

www.trailventuresbc.com

Order online or at local stores 
(see list of stores on website)

PEAK PERFORMANCE MEN’S BLACK LIGHT 
SOFTSHELL SHORTS

“Stretchy, slim-fit mountaineering shorts in environmentally-
conscious Schoeller Ecorepel® fabric. Durable and 
breathable, the shorts offer great freedom of movement 
and powerful protection against weather conditions. 
They also feature a raw elastic waist for lightness (and 
to avoid chafing), laminated, reinforced hips and two 
concealed hand pockets and a leg pocket big enough 
for a mobile device or a power bar. Perfect for when the 
conditions on the mountains are slightly warmer, but 
ideal protection against wet weather.”
— Miranda, Peak Performance Whistler, 604.905.1183  
peak-whistler.com

ARC’TERYX ACRUX2 APPROACH SHOE

 “Stability, traction and perfect braking ability 
are important in any approach shoe and the 
Vibram® sole does that but what sets Acrux2 
apart is a stretchable GORE-TEX® inner liner 
and seamless outer shell. These combine 
for increased breathability and waterproof 
levels. The inners soles can be removed and 
used as camp slippers too. A high perfor-
mance shoe that’s comfy and safe.”
— James, ARC’TERYX Whistler, 
604.962.9272 arcteryx.com

GHOST™ LITE JACKET

“The Mountain Hardwear Ghost Lite is 
a weather-resistant running and cross-
training shell available for men or women. 
Weighing in at a mind-bending 3 ounces, 
this jacket is so featherweight and airy that 
training in it is a pleasure, in any conditions. 
Able to compress down into its own pocket 
to wait until the weather turns, this jacket 
is an athlete’s dream.”
— James, Escape Route Whistler 
604.938.3228 and Squamish 
604.892.3228 escaperoute.ca 

LOCALPICKS

Organic Food • Fresh Produce • Bakery 
Gourmet Meats • Floral • Delivery

Open 8am - 9pm Everyday!
www.nestersmarket.com

Squamish Whistler
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NORCO RANGE MOUNTAIN BIKE

 “The Range is my suggestion for the best bike to tackle the Sea to Sky. 
It can handle whatever you throw at it — big Squamish rock slabs? No 
problem! A day in the Whistler bike park? For sure! A huge Pemberton 
climb followed by a gnarly descent? Absolutely! The Range comes in 
many configurations and price points but the Range A1 ($3,690) is a 
local favourite. Or step up to a carbon model and experience the pinnacle 
of bicycle technology. Happy trails.”
— Armand, Republic Bicycles, Brackendale, 604.898.1953   
riderepublic.com

RED FLOW SUP

“At 34” wide the Flow is narrower than a lot of whitewater SUPs out there 
but there’s plenty of thickness (6”) for stability when navigating whitewater 
foam. With plenty of grab handles and tie down points for carrying gear, 
it’s also very light and the quad fin set up and narrow tail give it a lively 
feel perfect for carving powerful river waves.”
— Brian, Escape Route Whistler 604.938.3228 and Squamish 
604.892.3228 escaperoute.ca
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EDITOR’S PICK: BURTON ANNEX  
BACKPACK

“Rather than spending months weaving your 
homegrown cotton into a funky sack, why not 
just throw your laptop, yoga mat and more 
into this bad boy and get that rustic look right 
away? Multiple padded, fleece-lined pockets for 
electronics or tools and an expedition-inspired 
rucksack hood securely stash everything away. 
The exterior features adjustable straps for last-
minute additions like extra layers or a ukulele. 
Life is one big hike so get cracking!”
— burton.com

PATAGONIA WOMEN’S TORRENTSHELL 
JACKET 

“Pared-down and packable, the Torrentshell 
Jacket is an H2No® Performance Standard 
2.5-layer nylon waterproof/breathable hard shell 
for seriously wet weather.”
— Jessica, The Patagonia Store, Whistler  
Marketplace, 604.932.2526 patagonia.com
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Pursue your healthy, active lifestyle with 

the help of Evergreen Physiotherapy & 

Wellness. Specializing in: sports injury, 

orthopaedic physiotherapy, pelvic floor 

health and rehabilitation, perinatal 

health, visceral manipulation, craniosa-

cral therapy and real time ultrasound 

imaging. Contact Karen Morgan, 

your registered physiotherapist for a 

consultation.

Website evergreenphysio.ca

Phone Number 604.849.4688 

Location 41340 Brackendale – 

Squamish

Welcome to the Rocky Mountain 

Chocolate Factory. A place where 

dreams are made into reality. Witness 

decadence as fudge, caramel, 

brittle, and sponge toffee are made 

before your eyes. Drown yourself in 

a selection of our gourmet choco-

lates or indulge in one of our thirty 

flavours of handmade ice cream. 

Without a doubt we will please 

every palate. Located across from 

the whistler village gondola.

Website rockychoc.com

Phone Number 604.932.4100

Location 4293 Mountain Square,  

Whistler (by Whistler’s gondolas)

Half rock climbing specialty store, half 

adventure gear consignment store. 

Climb On Outwest brings you the 

best of both worlds in new & used 

equipment for summer and winter. 

Need new gear? We carry all the best 

brands and latest product for rock 

climbing, or find great previously 

loved items in our gear exchange!

Gear to sell? Turn old gear into new 

experiences by bringing us your 

in-season, gently used outdoor 

adventure stuff and we will sell it on 

your behalf for cash or store credit. 

Summer Hours 9am to 7pm daily.

Website climbonsquamish.com

Phone Number 604.892.2243

facebook.com/outwestsquamish

GOPRO 3-WAY MOUNT

“If I take one GoPro mount with me on holidays, 
no question this is at the top of my list. This 
ultra- versatile mount can be used as a grip, 
extension arm or even as a tripod. The 3-Way 
is perfect for capturing POV, follow-cam footage 
and makes it easy to capture selfies without the 
mount appearing in the shot. This is the perfect 
mount to help you capture your most memorable 
adventure.”
— Kyle, McCoo’s Whistler, 604.932.2842   
mccooswhistler.ca
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HELLY HANSEN ODIN TRAVERSE JACKET

“The Odin Traverse outdoor jacket for men is 
designed for use when climbing or hiking out 
in the mountains.  Waterproof, breathable and 
windproof with fully sealed seams to protect you 
against the elements.  Using light-yet-hardwearing 
3-ply Helly Tech® fabric, this Traverse jacket is 
simple, stylish and functional.  The four-pocket 
design allows you to carry more gear and water-
resistant zips give a clean look while maintaining 
weather protection and a low bulk.”
— Alicja, Helly Hansen Westin Resort 
604.932.0142 and Whistler Village 
604.932.0143 hellyhansen.com

Whistler Resort Cabs offer taxi service 

within Whistler and to Downtown 

Vancouver and the Vancouver 

Airport.  We offer 6 and 7 passenger 

AWD Vans and SUVs as well as 

Wheelchair Accessible Service. Call 

us for your taxi needs or book online 

for Airport or Downtown

pickups/dropoffs.

Website resortcabs.com

Phone Number 604.938.1515

Whistler’s Premier Printer. 

Since 1986, people have been 

coming to us for T-shirts, hoodies, 

business cards, posters, stickers, 

sandwich boards, banners and a 

whole lot more. And, we are the 

go-to printers for the Vancouver 

Canucks. Come and see us in 

Function Junction today. We’ll 

make you look good. 

Website ths.ca

Phone Number 604.932.6308

Location Suite 6-1365 Alpha Lk Rd 

Function Junction, Whistler

VentureWeb is a Squamish based 

digital agency that services adventurous 

companies with desktop and mobile 

marketing solutions. We work with 

destinations like Tofino and Telluride, 

brands like Santa Cruz Bicycles 

and Genuine Guide Gear and 

unique experiences like Bella Coola 

Helisports and Island Lake Catskiing. 

Website ventureweb.net

Phone Number 604.815.4542

Location Squamish, BC 

What up DUPS!

Wrapping up the Phatties and a 

long-time locals’ favourite lunch 

spot. Mountain Life editor Feet 

Banks has been known to swing by 

for a “pre-rolled” from time to time 

because “Dups has the best Mascot 

in town.”And you can take that to 

the bank.

Website dupsburritos.com

Phone Number 604.905.0210

Location 114-4368 Main St.,  

Whistler, BC, V0N 1B4

JULBO EXPLORER SUNGLASSES

“Created by mountain guides and designed 
for maximum protection against glare, the 
Julbo Explorer is designed for glacier travel 
and high altitude mountaineering, but can be 
used for any outdoor pursuit imaginable. These 
sunglasses have a category-4 lens that blocks 
95% of visible light. Long adjustable temples 
and bendable arms mean a custom-like fit and 
the side shields are removable if the user needs 
to engage their peripheral vision. At $130, 
this is your biggest bang for your buck in this 
category.”
— Luke, MEC Store, North Vancouver, 
604.990.4417 www.mec.ca or julbo-canada.ca

COLUMBIA MEN’S ZERO RULES SHIRT

“A super-cooling tech tee with stretch and sun 
protection, this soft and lightweight men’s shirt 
sports our industry-leading cooling technology: 
Omni-Freeze ZERO™, which reacts with your 
sweat to lower the material’s temperature and 
keep you cool during dynamic, aerobic activity 
in the heat. Perfect for big summer fun.”
— Jessica, Columbia store, Whistler Village, 
604.932.4106  columbiasportswear.com
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BACKPAGE

Dean Potter was a friend and inspiration to us here at Mountain Life, just as he was for a number of adventurers in the 
Coast Mountains. His smile, spirit and unique approach to the “arts” of adventure will continue to live in our hearts and 
pages for many years to come.

Fly Free
DEAN POTTER 

1972-2015

DAMIEN KELLY PHOTO.
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MONT-TREMBLANT 
Quebec

QUEENSTOWN
New Zealand

WHISTLER 
British Columbia

This is one extremely wicked zipline! 
Over 2 kilometres long, reaching heights of 600+ feet 
and screaming fast...

Are you game for The Sasquatch™?
Starting in July. Tune in for more details.

604.935.0001 or 1.866.935.0001  
ziptrek.com

WHISTLER’S ZIPTREK ECOTOURS INTRODUCES

THE SASQUATCH™

The new + 2km zipline set for a mid-July opening 
will be the longest zipline in Canada and the USA! 
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